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Abstract 
The Paleozoic-Mesozoic complex in the eastern part of the恥1inoTerrane, central J apa11 is 
subdivided into seven complexes (the Hirayu, Yukawa, Shirahone, Sawando, Shimashima, Miso-
gawa and Kyogatake Complexes from the north to the south) on the basis of lithology. For the 
sake of comparison, the same complex in the western part of the Mino Terrane is subdivided into 
five complexes (Complex 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, from the north to the south). Eastern and western 
groups of complexes, which are se,parated by extrusive distribution of the Cretaceous Nohi Rhyo圃
lites, can be correlated each others except for Complex 2. 
These complexes trend NE-SW or 払W and ge11erally dip northwest or north. The age of 
genesis of the complexes shows a southward (structurally lower) younging polarity. 
The Hirayu and Shirahone Complexes and Complex 1 are the lnte Middle Jurassic melanges 
including a large amount of blocl{s of Permian greenstone, limestone and chert, Triassic and Early 
Jurassic chert and Jurassic sandstone. The Yukawa Complex is a pile of coarsening-upward 
chert-clastics sequences量 whichhave been accreted in late Middle Jurassic time. The Sawando 
Complex and Complex 3 are the pile of chert回clasticssequences which resemble those of the Yukawa 
Complex. These complexes are considered to have been accreted in early Late Jurassic time. 
The Shimashima Complex and Complex 4 are the strongly sheared early Late Jurassic melange 
including blocks of Triassic and Jurassic rocks. The Misogavva and Kyogatake Complexes and 
Complex 5 are composed mainly of Late Jurassic turbidite. Soft-sediment deformation is wide帽
spread in the deposits of these complexes. Complex 2 is the latest Jurassic to possibly Cretaceous 
melange including blocks of Triassic and Early Jurassic cherモandJurassic clastic rocks. This 
complex is considered to lie unconformably on Complex 3. 
The lithologic and structural features and age of these complexes indicate that they were 
constructed tl1rough a series of accretionary processes. In the late Middle Jurassic time, a seamount 
chain accompanied by pelagic sediments and elastic trench fils were accreted, and melanges in-
c1t1ding greenstone-limestones blocks (Hirayu and Sl1irahone Complexes and Complex 1) and a 
pile of chert幅clasticssequences (Yukawa Complex) were formed. 
In latest Middle to early Late Jurassic times, pelagic chert and・ the O：＼~er.lying trench fil dか
posits were successively stacked and formed piles of tectonic slices each which is composed of a 
chert-elastics sequence (Sawando Complex and Complex 3). Thrusting or glic;iing of the tectonic 
slices and southeastward輔advanceof the piles caused a collapse of the accretional】 c9p-iplexand 
precursory olistostron1es were developed on the lower slope aQd tr~nch· {・Sh'imashima Coコ1plex
and Complex 4 ). These comp le叉es"¥-Vere intensely sheared just afteJ:・・ depo~ition thro'lJgh the over噌
tl1rusting process of other complexes. 
In late Late Jurassic time, abundant detrit3l sedime11ts wξre SlJ.pplied into the trench. The 
trench fil successiv-ely underwent the soft-sediment defqrmation proqably l.lnder tl1e l1igh1 pore輔
自uidpressure environment (Misogawa an<;! Kyogatake. Complexes andロComplex5）ー Inlatest 
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Jurassic of:' possゐ1yearliest Cretaceous討me,sedi,mentary melanges were widely deposited on the 
slope of the accreti:onary complex (Com1plex 2). Subseq1uently, e切nplex1 has Tueen thrust over 
Complex 2 itn!Eat匂 Cretaceoustime. 
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I., Introduetion1 
Geotecton,ic studies on the areas o.f recent and past convergent plate boundaries 
between oceans and continents or arcs have been rapidly accumulated. It is known 
that accretionary bodies built up in those areas show characteristic styles of geologic 
structure and deformation. 
Geologic studies on the Paleozoic and the Mesozoic sedimentary complexes in Japan 
have recently been accelerated. In the Southwest Japan, the sedimentation and ~he 
development of the geologic structure 0f complexes, interpreted to be proceeded in past 
convergent p1ate boundaries, have been d~iscussed briskly (SAK.At and KAN~MERA’ 1981; 
MATS"C! 
the Mesozoic of tJ1e Outer zone, of th:e Southwest Japan wbiich shows apparent gross 
zonal structure. 
Although the Inner zone of the Southwest Japan is also overlain by the same kind 
of rocks as the Outer zone, they show much less apparent zonal structure. For that 
reason, it cannot be simply concluded that the Paleozoic and the Mesozoic sedimentarv 
complexes of the Inner zone are the products of the accretion only on the basis of thei~ 
structures. To clarify the sedimentary and tectonic process of these complexes of the 
Inner zone is onιof the most ir!i;portant geological theme in the So,uthwest Japan. 
Radio~arian b:iostra匂raphicstudies of the Mes・ozoic have been advanced ;ince 198'0 
in Japan (e.g. YAO et tl., 1982; MATSUOKA and YAO, 1986）・ Resultsof these studies 
have made clear that the larger part of the strata which was considered to be the Uppei・ 
Paleozoic or the 'Friassic on the basis of fusulinid¥s, conodonts and other fossils are the 
’ー
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Jurassic, and have promoted the discussion on tectonic processes. 
Discovery of Jurassic radiolarians from many localities (YAO et al., 1980; M1zuT ANI 
et al., 1981 etc.) in the Mino Terrane (MIZUTANI and HATTORI> 1984) triggered off a re-
examination of Jurassic sedimentary and tectonic processes. WAKITA and OKAMURA 
(1982) and WAI{ITA (1983, 1984) gave cletails on Jurrassic olistostromes including Permo圃
Triassic ailochthonous b0dies in the Hachiman area o{ the Mino Terrane. The structural 
relationship between the Jurassic and the older rocks has been clarified by ADACI王Iand 
KOJIMA (1982), KOJIMA (1984) and YAMADA et al. (1985) in the eastern Tal{ayama area, 
by YAMAMOTO (1985) in the Mt. Ibuki area and by 0TS'UKA (1'985) in the Azusa-gawa 
river area. Also in the northwestern Mino Terrane the Jurassic has been studied utiliz-
ing radiolarian biostratigraphy by HATTORI and YosHIMURA ( 1982) and otheres. The 
studies concerning・ the Paleozoic and the Mesozoic of the Mino Terrane have been re-
cently reviewed by W AI{ITA (1985), however details of the sedimentary complex in the 
Mino Terrane and the discussion of the tectonism stil remain unresolved. 
The P·aleo~oic and the Mesozoic in the eastern Mino Terrane and neighboring area 
have been investigated by the author since 1979. In this paper, lithology and deforma-
tion features of non-metamorphozed and low圃grademetamorphic complexes in the east-
ern 恥finoTerrane are described and Jurassic tectonic processes are discussed. 
1~1. 0utli・ne of geology 
The eastern part of the Mino Terrane, which is 100 kilometers in・ width, is chiefly 
underlain by Permian, 'Friassic and Jurassic sedimentary rocl{s. This part is conveniently 
subdivided into three areas, namely the Takayama申Hirayuarea, the Azusa”gawa river area 
and northern Kiso mountains (Fig. 1). Recent noteworthy studies with geologic maps 
in each area are as follows. 
A. -Takayama-Hirayu area 
The Takayama-Hirayu area is situated on the northernmost part of the Mino 
Terrane and rocks in this area are in fault contact with the complex of the f.lida-gaien 
tectonic belt. The lithology and fossils in the Hirayu area were descril?~di by KAMEi 
(1952) and those in the Tal{ayama area were by lsoMI and NozAWA (1957). ADACHI 
and KOJIMA (1983) and l{OJIMA (1984) clarified the lithology and ages of・ rocks in these 
areas. It is noteworthy that this area is overlain almost only by Middle J・¥lrassic melange 
whicl1 includes Permian and Triassic blocks. 
fl'.: Azusa圃gawaRiver area 
An outline of the lithology in the Azusa-gawa River a:rea・ w.as preliminarily presented 
by 'FANAKA et al. (1952) and that of the southei:nmost part of thi~ area was investigated 
by E仁~：
on the basis of occurrence of conodonts in this area and .~roposed stratigrapl祉icclassi白ca-
tion of the Permian and Triassic rocks. 
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Fig. 1 Index map showing the study area and the distribution of the 
Paleozoic-Mesozoic sedimentary complex in the Mino Terra~~~ 
①：Takayama”Hirayu area 
①： Azusa-gawa River area 
①：Northern Kiso Mountains 
I.S.T.L.: Itoigawa-Shizuoka Tectonic Line 
M. T.L.: Median Tectonic Line 
Recently 3;l detailed investigation 0£ the geology ( 0TSUI{A＿~ 1985) has revealed that 
吟 areais underlain by the ':rriiassic-J u・rassiG伽 ・t-cl則 cssequen…and伽 tJurassic 
ol飢 ostromesand that they are distributed in 6 (A圃F)zones (Fig. 2）・
C. .Northern Kiso Mountains 
ISOMI ahd KATADA (1959) and KATADA and ISOMI (1962, 1964) outlined the general 
geology of these areas. They subdivided sedimentary and low田grademetamorphic rocks 
into 10 formations which generally strike NE-SW. KATADA et al. (1959) found that a 
~，art of the Misogawa Formation which overlies the boundary area between 80・calledthe 
‘＇Mino Belt”armd “Ryoke 13elt”has beea slightly metamorpfJJosed and has 伽刷出a~
rocks of both“belts”grade into each other. KANO (1975) showed that these areas wPrP 
underlain by the Mesozoic besides恥 Permian. M1zu’TANI et al. ( 1981）刈ム印E
(1982) first pointed out an existence of the Jurassi（~ on the basis of occurrence of Late 
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Jurassic radiolarians. Recently YAN0 (1986MS) investigated the geology of the Miso・
g,awa River-,area in. detail and~ repoPted ・the cccu.Freno,e of abundant radioiarians of Late 
Jurass,ie age. 
OTSUKA et al. (1986) studied the lithology and the primary deformation feature in 
the NaFai-gawa River and the Yokokawa-gawa River areas. This study shows that the 
age of the original rocks is Jurassic and that the rocks of this area is characterized by 
widespread soft-sediment deformation, which complicates the total aspect of the geologic 
structure. 
D. Geologic structure 
KA'if ADA ,and lsoMI {l 962, 1964うconsideredthat extremely thick strata in the eastern 
par~ 0f tlile Min’o, Terrane are characteFize€l by the synclinorium stirncture with wavelength 
of some kilometers. J(mo (19汚， 1982)maintained that the strata in this area show a 
folded' structure whose enveloping SJrface is nearly flat and whose wavelength is 3 km or 
so and that the Permian and the overlying T14ia-ssic and Jurassic are exposed one another. 
However, OTSU臥 etal. (1984) and OTSUKA (1985) pointed out that the Mesozoic fun-
damentally shows the imbricate structure inclining to the north and has a general ten-
dency to become younger to the south. 
II. 'Geology司 Qfthe eastern parit of the Mino Terrane 
As mentioned above,, information ofぬelithology and the structure in the eastern 
¥art of k叩noTerrane has been accumulated cons 幼 ly. Cumulative thickness ~i 
th~ s叩at・n this area presumably exceeds 30 km in appearan民 ・Bowever,this estimated 
V制 eis improbable, because strata are too thick to have been deposited in one basin. 
Furthermore younger fossils occur from structurally lower units in many cases. The e圃
fore the apparent lithostratigraphic sequences do not always indicate the true sue、nぬ。p；ハn
Co悶 d叫 e附 of山 C叫 lexis oc叩 edby mel叫 es*. Ev伽 icesof s」： ·~~ .~eformat 
E>e s・omet1mes tectonically stacked. 
For those r,e use Fe…s, primary sequ~nces have not been preserved in general, soぬatit 
is impossible to縦一atethe primaηthickness correctly in this area. Under the cir 
cu~stances, the sed1men町 complexin this area cannot be usually subdivided into二；立むよ；；；おおむ：：~s~~~~~；ι；：：~~~~o~l：；；~：~；：：~：官：rcha閃te~ized b!. its litl 
Shimash1ma, Miso仰 aand Kyo 
complex is S to 15 km in width andr trends northeast-southwest. 
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The author previously subdivided the eastern part of the Mino Terrane into six 
(Hirayu, Shirahone, Sawando, Shimashima, Misogawa and Kyogatake) Zones (OTSUKA 
et al., 1984; OTSUKA, 1986a, Fig. 3). The complex in each zone in those papers cor-
responds respectively to the complex in this paper. The Yukawa Complex is a part of 
the complex in the Sawando Zone (Table 1 ). 
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Table 1 Correlation of complexes in the恥1inoTerrane. 
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A. Hirayu Complex 
loi Outline 
The Nirayu Complex is characterized by a large amount of melange with matrix of 
pelitic rocks and is distributed in the northernmost part of the study area. Rocks in this 
comprex a:re typicaly exposed1 atthe eastern Takayama四日irayuarea. 
The Hirayu Complex is in fault contact with the complex of the Hida-gaien tectonic 
belt. 1!he fault plane is steeply dipping to the north in usual. Sheared serpentinite is 
oらservedbetween pebiiy mudstone of tne Hirayu Complex and Ii凶estoneof the Hida-
gaien tectonic belt at the west of Fukuji. The Shirahone Complex mainly composed 
of Permian rocks has been thrust over the W:irayu Complex and山伽ustwas nam仙 he
Dayosl}i thrust (ADACHI and KOJIMA, 1明3).
. The Hirayu Group defined by KAMEi (1952) is involved in the melange of the Hirayu 
Complex. The Nyukawa Formation (IsoMI and NozAWA, 1957) exposed in the west of 
Miray,u is corre~ative with the Jnelange of 0the Hiray11 Complex. Limestones from which 
KAMEI (1952) and IsoMI and NozAwA (1957) reported the occurrences of Pern 
linid are appa代n伽 llochthonousblocks in J ur ic mel仰 ge.The Nyuka、再
(An:Aα王Iand KoJ,IM円:A,1983 ; YAMADA et al., 1985) just co1rresponds to the melange of the 
Hirayu Complex. 
2. Lithology 
Melange of the Hirayu Complex is composed of blocks of chert, greenstone, limestone, 
～ 
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siliceous siltstone and sandstone and matrix of pelitic rocks. Blocks of chert, greenstone, 
limestone and siliceous siltstone are considered to be allochthonous on the basis of their 
mode of occurrence and ages. It is indeterminable whether blocks of sandstone and 
siliceous siltstone are autochthonous or allochthonous to the matrix. Allochthonous 
blocks vary in length from a few millimeters to more than 1 km. Blocks smaller than 
the outcrop scaie show subrounded to rounded shapes and, in some cases, coherently and 
sharply contact with surrounding ma凶xof pelitic rocks. 
The length of chert blocks exceeds 2 km in maximum. Chert is thinly bedded with 
individual thickness of 2 to 5 cm in general and is often interbedded with thinner siliceous 
claystone. It is observed that pelitic material of the matrix injects into cracks at the rim 
of the chert blocks. In some cases, bedding and minor folds of chert have been obliquely 
truncated by pelitic materials. Most of limestone blocks are less than a few meters in 
length, and the blocks exceeding 1 km in length are sporadically included. Blocks of 
limestone are massive in many cases. Various size of greenstone blocks are included in 
the melange of the Hirayu complex. Maximum size of the g-reenstone blocks is up to 
1 km in Iengもh. Almost al of the greenstone is basaltic lava which sometimes shows 
pillow structure. Blocks of chert, limestone and greenstone are often accompanied 
with each other. Sandstone blocks are often found out in this melange, but they are 
not associated with chert, limestone and greenstone blocks as a rule. Sandstone blocks 
varies in length from a few millimeters to more than the outcrop scale. Smaller scale 
of sandstone are composed of massive and fine to medium grained arenite. 
Concerning the mode of occurrence of blocks, two types are recognized. One shows 
sharp boundary, and sandstone of the block does not grade into pelitic rocks of the matrix. 
Another shows remarkably irregular shape and boundary, and sandstone of the block 
often grades into pelitic rocks of the matrix. In most of the latter case, block-matrix 
boundary is not sharp and the slip plane cannot be observed in appearance. 
Although almost al blocks are represented by the four kinds of rocks mentioned 
above, small amount of pale greenish siltstone and mudstone are also contained. These 
siltstone and mudstone blocks vary from a few millimeters to 50 cm in・ -length and show 
lenticular or irregular shapes. Radiolarian remains are sometimes abundantly contained 
in these blocks. 
The matrix of the melange is dark-grayish siliceous siltstone or mudstone. Lamina-
ti on a:nd bedding are sometimes remaj'.n. inthe matrix of the melange. Under the micro-
scope, angular clasts of quartz, plagioclase, muscovite and others are observed in the 
matrix. 
3. Fossils and age 
Limestone blocks of the melange of the Hii‘ayu Comp' 
lSOMI'. and NozAWA (1957) and Iao (1964,, 1965) rieported. follov.ring fusu:linidsj Pseudo-
_fusulina cf. ambigua,, Neoschwagerinq, craticulijera., Pseudodoliolina oza'U1a£ artd otners. 
Tihese species range iQ. ages from Early to・ l¥1Iiddle・ Permian. 
Chert blocks of・ this melange yield raciiola-rians. KoJ~IMA (1982, 1984) and ADACH'I 
J 
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and KOJIMA (1983) reported the occurrence of Permian, Triassic and Early Jurassic 
~adioFariains, from cnert. 
Jurassic radiolarians were reported from pelitic rocks of the melange by KOJIMA 
(1982, 1984), ADACHI and KOJIMA (1983) and SASHIDA et al. (1982). The author recently 
added the following Jurassic Radiolari~ns from the muds tone matrix; Eucyrtidiellum uか
umaense, Mirifusus cf. guadalupensis, Tricolocαrps a plic.arum, T. f usif o：γmis, T:γillus sp. and 
others. These radio]arians are representative of the Unuma echinatus Assemblage (YAO 
and MATSUOKA, 1981) which is considered to indicate middle Middle Jurassic in age 
(YAO, 1982; YOKOTA and SANO, 1986). 
Consequently, it is considered that the melange, which includes Permian and Triassic 
allochth0n0us 1slocks, was deposited! in Midd; eJura郎氏 timeoi.; later. 
4. Geologic structure 
The Hirayu Complex generally strikes E-W and steeply dips north or south. Be四
cause sedimentary structures have been considerably destroyed through the deformation, 
it is, di伍cultto determine the top, 0£ the strata and the existence of folds. The geologic 
structure of the melange should be further studied in detail. 
The matrix of the melange of the Hirayu Complex is considerably sl1eared and it is 
usually scaly. The foliation is almost parallel to lamination in maqy cases. The folia-
tion in the matrix is defined by preferred* orientation of fine recrystallized micas. How-
ever, some m化asaligning, ol>liqmeiy北othe foliation are observed u11der the mic1・oscope. 
A large part of blocks in the melange of ・the Hirayu Complex underwent deformation 
and show lenticular forms. The deformation is most conspicuous on the blocks of si-
liceous siltstone. From this fact, it is suggested that siliceous siltstone was unconsol-
id'ated at the stag,e of the deformation. As same eh.ert and sandsto11e blocks have been 
defor1ned rotated and sh.ow rhombic for,ms in sheared matrix, it is suggested that blocks 
have been deformed under the simple shear stress. 
B. Yukawa Complex 
1. Outline 
The Yukawa Complex is composed of Jurassic chert, siliceous mudstone, mudstone 
and sandstone. It is typically exposed in a small area along仏eYukawa river, west and 
southwest of Shirahone. 'This compfex is overlain by Quarternary volcanics and north-
w~stward extension of the complex is unknown. This complex is considered to be stru,c-
turally situated above the Shirahone Compl1ex. The fault between the two complexes is 
confirmed in only one outcrop along the Yukawa river. 
The Yukawa Complex corresponds to the complex in the F Zone (OTSUKA. 1985) 
However the F Zone has been included in the Sawando Zone (OTSUKA et al., 1984: 
OTSUKA, 1986a ),the comple・x of the F Zom,e isso characteristic 伽 tit is discri~ina ted 
from other complexes. 
2. Lithology 
'fhe Yukawa Complex is composed of Jurassic chert, siliceous mudstone, mudstone 
． 
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and sandstone (Fig. 2, 4 ).
Chert is bedded with clayish intercalation and pale green, bluish gray and reddish 
brown colored. Some cherts are thick and laterally traceable, while others are small 
blocks of sedimentary melanges. Laterally四continuouschert beds are in fat1lt contact 
with underlying sandstone and the shear zone of the fault is less than 5 cm thick so far 
as observed. This kind of chert generally grades upward into siliceous mudstone. Small 
blocks of chert coherently contact with surrounding siliceous mudstone which is scarcely 
sheared. 
Siliceous mudstone is reddish brown or dark greenish gray and especially shows 
characteristic reddish brown color just above chert beds almost without exception. This 
roc,k issometimes accompanied by tuffaceous mudstone or siltstone. Siliceous mudstone 
grades upward into mudstone, which in turn grades upward into mudstone interbedded 
with sandstone. Thick (1 m+) beds of sandstone include fine and angular clasts of 
chert and mudstone. 
Jurassic rocks in the Yukawa Complex show considerable systematic vertical cha11ges 
of lithology (Fig. 6). Details of this vertical change will be discussed in Chapter IV. 
3. Fossils and age 
Radiolarian remains obtainecl from cl1ert of this complex are shown in Table 2. 
These radiolarians are characteristic species of the Parahsutfnz sinψlum Assemblage (YAO, 
1982) which indicates Early Jurassic time (YAO, 1982; Hori, 1986). 
Siliceous mudstone and mudstone overlying the chert bed yield some radiolarian 
remains as shown in Table 2. These radiolarians include characteristic species of The 
Parahsuum sp. D Assemblage (YAO et al., 1982), the Hsuum h£suikyoense Assemblage 
(lsozAKI and MATSUDA, 1985), the Unuma echinatus Assemblage (YAO and MATSUOKA 
1981) and the Guexella nudata Assemblage (MATSUOKA, 1981 ).
Cl1ert, siliceous mudstone and mudstone are conformable at the localities where the 
above-mentioned radiolarians are obtained. Among the localities, there are no incon四
sistency between the radiolarian biostratigraphy and the lithostratigraphy・. Consequently 
it is concluded that the chert-clastics sequence of this complex has been sequentially 
formed through Early and Middle Jurassic time. 
~. Geologic structure 
The Yultawa Complex generally trends northeast and dips steeply nort11west. The 
complex which shows the continuous sequence mentioned above is ・.t;epeatedly exposed 
by NE-SW strike圃slipfaults. Small噛scaledeformation structur~s, of the corpplex are 
111ore inconspicuous than those of other complexes. Th~ asymmetric fold in bedded 
chert is the most conspicuous feat~re in this complex. 
C. Shirahone Complex 
1. Outline 
The Shirahone Comple~ is compos~d of Permian greenstone組dlimestone and 
Permian and Triassic chert with small amou{lt of Jurassic mudstone. and sandstone. 
Table 2 List of Jurassic radiolarian fossils from the Y ukawa Complex. 
一圃·~ 一
ーーーー ll 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 3 1 4 1 5 16 .r 
Canoptum sp. ＋ 
Gigi sp. ＋ 
Sylingocapsa s p. c _+. 
Parabsuum simplum ＋ ＋ 
P. s p. A ＋ ＋ 
P. s pp. + ＋ ＋ 
P. s p. 。
Acanthocircus hexagonus 
Parvicingula gigantocornis ＋ 
Parahsuum hisuikyoense ＋ 
Archicapsa pachyderma r- -- - －－－－；・畠 ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ 
Zart us s pp. ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ 
Trillus s p. ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ 
Trico).ocapsa £usiformis ＋ 
Unuma echinatus ' I ＋ 
u. s pp. ＋ 
Tricolocapsa parvipora ＋ 
T. plicarum ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ 
T. rusti ＋ 
Cyrε＜；apsa mastoid~a ． 一一ー ＋ 一一ー 一一C.(?) kisoens;is 4字
Podobursa sp. 
Stichocapsa tegimin1s ＋ 
s. cf. convexa ＋ 二千 ＋ -T. :t 
D4acanthocapsa normal is ＋ 
Eucyrtidiellum unumaense ＋ .+ 
Tricolocapsa conexa 
T. fetragona ＋ 
Williriedellum sp. A group ＋ 
L. (?) a ff. nudata 
Stiehocapsa asiatica ＋ 
For localities of samples see Appendな 1.
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c.n Lithologic map and profiles of the Shirahone area. 
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The ShiFahone Complex is situated at the norther≫トpartof the study area on the 
south ,of tJb.e Hiirayu Complex. The Sblirahone C例nplexis typically expesed at Shirahone. 
Lithology ,of the complex of the :S,hirahol}e area is shown in Fig. 4. The complex which 
is regarded as the extension of the complex in the type locality is widely exposed on tl1e 
east of Takayama and along the Dayoshi四gawariver (AnACI-II and KOJIMA, 1983). 
The Shirahone Complex is southwestward thrust over the Triassic and Jurassic of the 
Sawando Complex at the south of Shirahone (OTSUKA, 1985). The thrust dips 30° to 
45°NW and rocks have been sheared in a zone of 5 to 10 m wide along the thrust at the 
south of Shirahone. Western extension of the Shirahone Complex is northward thrust 
over the Jurassic melange of the Hirayu C'omplex (Dayoshi thrust, ADACHI and KOJIMA, 
1 ~83). 
The Sh仕ahoneLimestone (KAMEi, 1956) is a member of the Shirahone Complex. 
The Sh.irahone Formation defined by KANo (1975) nearly corresponds to greenstone and 
limestone units of the Shirahone Comple4. of this paper. The complex in the E zone 
(OTSUKA, 1985) and “ther other element of the Mino Terrane'' (OTSUKA, l 986a) are syn-
onymous with the Shirahone Complex. 
2. Lithology 
The Shirahone Complex is lithologically characterized by a large quantity of blocks 
of Permian greenstone, limestone and che:rt and~ much lesser quantity of Middle Jurassic 
ctastic Focks. Especially泌 Shiira:hop.earea, this eomplex loolts to be composed only of 
the Permian blocks. "The eastern ~'Fak匂rama area is widely underlain by complex of the 
same lithology and same age as in the type locality and by Triassic chert (ADACHI and 
KOJIMA, 1983; YAMADA et al., 1985). The Permian to Jurassic complex exposed i~n. the 
eastern Takayama area is regarded as the Shirahone Complex in this paper. 
Greenstone, limestone and chert of the Shirahone Complex are considered to occur 
as a medley of various size of blocks. 
Greenstone 
Greenstones 0£the Shiraho,ne Co1m.plex are generally compo,sed of basalt with lesser 
amount of hyaloclastite and a•re dark green in color. Th.e greater part of basalt is mas-
sive; pillow basalt and pillow breccia are sometimes observed. At ~shirahone, judging 
from the shape of pillows, it is considered that the sequence is upright and is younger 
to the northwest. 
The basaltic lavas are mainly composed of olivine四augite-basaltwhich is accompanied 
by colorless or pale green amphiboles in some cases. They show the subophitic texture 
or intersertal texture, and sometimes show amygdaloidal texture. Much 】essamount of 
microgabbro which consists of the same kind of minerals as basalt is also found out 
Greens蜘 esharve been chiorit耐 amidcalcite and sericite are widespread in the r叫よ
Basaltic lava grades upward into bed,Cle.d ch,ert th・rough gi・eenish hyaloclastite and 
siliceous tu伍teat Shirahone. Greenstone includes small limestone bodies generally less 
than 10 m long. 
＼ 
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Chert 
Chert is most predominant in the Shirahone Complex. Chert generally shows ap-
parent bedding 2 to 5 cm thick. Clayish layers between Permia11 chert beds are much 
thinner than those of Triassic chert of other complexes or are not observable. Chert is 
dark gray,. bluish gray or light gray in color. Chert is sometimes tightly folded 'vi th 
wavelength of less than few meters. 
Limestone 
Limestone occupies the smaller part of the Shirahone Complex than other rocl{s. 
The larger part of the limestone is composed of limesto11e breccia and other part is mas-
sive. Clasts of breccia are less than 10 cm long・ and sporadically occupied by basaltic 
lava. Limestone is gray or pale gray biosparite and oosparite and sometimes yields 
fusulinids and corals. The amount of the matrix of the breccia is much less than tl1at of 
clasts and the matrix is tuffaceous or limy. Limestone sometimes intercalates thin (less 
than 2 m) chert beds. 
3. Fossils and age 
JLimestone yields fusulinids, corals and other fossils. Fossils reported by MINATO 
(1951), TANAKA et al. (1952), KAl¥IJ:EI (1956), CHOI and FUJITA (1970) and OTSUKA (1985) 
are summarized rn1 Table 3. Cher世inthis complex yields some species of conodonts and 
radiolarians (Table 4 ). Fusulinids in limestone are characteristic species and genera of 
Middle Permian age and conodonts and radiolarians in chert and limestone indicate that 
these rocks are mainly deposited in Middle Permian time. 
In the eastern Takayama area, some cherts contain Early Jurassic radiolarians and 
siliceot1s mudstone yield early and late Middle Jurassic radiolarians (ADACHI and KOJIMA, 
1983; KOJIMA, 1984 ). If the rocks in the eastern Takayama area are the true westward 
extension of the Shirahone Complex, the amount of Middle Jurassic matrix is extremely 
large. 
Fusulinid 
Parafusulina japonica 
P. kaerimizuensis 
1 t・P. ambigua 
P. nakamigawai 
. Pseudofusulina kraffti 
1 Yan gch i eni a compressa 
Pseudodoliolina ozawai 
.Schubertella sp. 
Chusenella sp l・
Minoella nipponica 
Neoschwagerina simplex 
~Ii s s e 1 in a s p• 
1 Cance 1 in a c f. nip po n i ca 
11 l'erveekina en., verveeki 
Calcareous algae 
l-1 i z z ia v e 1e ¥'i t a n a
Tetracorallia 
l'atsengia a f干. i bu~ i ens is 'l1 Table 3. 
一ー
2 3. 4 5 
Pseudoalbailella 
、
spp. ＋ ＋ 
Follicucullus s p. A ＋ 
F. schola.c:ticus ＋ 
F. ventr1cotヨus + ＋ +1 
ーーーー
Table 4. List of Permian radiolarjan fosils 
from the Sh.irahon哩t';qQ1.plex. For 
localities of samples see A1>pendix 2. 
4i~t of fosils froμi limestones of the 
Shirahone Complex. 
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4. Ge0logic structl!lres 
The Shirahone Complex generally trends northeast and steeply dips northwest. 
Most conspicuous deformation structures of the complex in the Shirah one area are 
asymmetrical fold with wavelength of less than a few meters in bedded chert. 
D. Sawando Complex 
1. Outline 
The Sawando Complex is characterized by repetition of laterally-continuous chert, 
sandstone and mudstone. This complex is・ distributed on the southeast of the Shirahone 
Complex and is typica1ly exposed neat Sawando. This complex is in fault contact with 
the Shirahone Complex and the former is situated structurally under the latter. 
The Tokugo-toge Formation (TANAKA et al., 1952) is a member of the Sawando 
Complex. The Sawando Complex is synonymous with the complex in the D Zone 
(0TSU1KA，】985). The complex of the Sawando Zone (OTSU~ et al., 1984; OTSUKA, 
1986a), excluding the complex .north to Shirahone, corresponds to the Sawaado Complex, 
defined in this paper. 
2. Lithology 
lLithofogic details of the Sawando Complex have been described in OTSUKA (1985). 
Chert of the Sawando・ Complex is subdivided into two types on the basis of the mode 
of occurrence. One is thick Gmore than 50 m) and laterally四continuousand another forms 
much smaller blocks. 
Chert is thinly (2 to 5 cm), bedded and is gray, grayish blue, grayish green and reddish 
brown in color. In afmost al cases, chert is interbedded by thinner claystone. Bedded 
siliceous claystone, gray and black ins color is sometimes observed唱belowthe bed of lat-
erally回continuouschert. 
In the uppermost part of chert, individual thin chert bed become sometimes broken 
into bouains or irregular shaped clasts (chert breocia). The matrix of chert breccia is 
composed of ~tuffaceous srltstone. ・Chert grades upward into greenish-gray taffaceous 
siltstone. 
Greenish-gray tu:ffaceous siltstone is less .than 30 m in thickness and parallel lamina-
tion is commonly observed in it. Although this rock is considerably albitized, clasts of 
intermediate volcanic rocKs, ,plagiociase, quartz, biotite and zircon are observed in it 
under the microscope. This tu:ffaceous rock .is correlated with “bedded pale green tuff-
aceous siltstone”by ADACHI (1977). 
Greenish-gray tuffaceous siltstone grades upward into black siliceous mudstone 
which, in turn, is conformably overlain by alternating beds of sandstone and mudstone. 
Alternating beds of sands~one and mudstone of~en exceed more than 300 m ia thick-
ness and occupy the largest quantity of the Sawando Complex. These beds of sandstone 
and mudstone are accompanied by sedimentary melanges ,and ,conglomerate. 'The latter 
includes metamorphic and granitic boulders. Up-section indicators, such as graded 
bedding, cross圃laminationand sole marks, al indicate that beds are younger to the north圃
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west. Medium to coarse sandstone is feldspathic (potassium feldsper dominant) arenite 
with micas, garnet, zircon and tourmaline and includes chert, mudstone, siliceous mud-
stone, granitic rocks, schists and gneisses as lithic fragments. 
As mentioned above, systematic vertical change of lithology is apparent (Fig. ,6). 
Details of this point will be discussed in Chapter IV. 
Conglomerate 
Conglomerates, containing boulders of metamorphic rocks have been found out at 
three points (Loc. 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 4). The conglomerate at Loc. 2 has been named 
the Sawando Conglomerate (TANAKA et al., 1952), and includes sillimanite gneiss (ADA-
CHI, 1976) and some igneous boulders (l{ANO, 1961). 
The conglomerate at Loc. 3 has 1been named the Bandokoro Conglomerate (OTSUKA, 
1981 ). The Bandokoro Conglomerate is a intraformational conglomerate as wel as others 
and exceeds 50 m thick in maximum. This conglomerate includes a large quantity of 
gneissose and granitic boulders. Gravels in this conglomerate are rounded or subrounded 
and ill-sorted and their maximum diameter exceeds 1.5 m. They are composed of chert, 
sandstone, limestone, marl;, ortho-quartzite (sedimentary rocks), granite, granodiorite, 
sheared granodiorite, diorite, granophyre, quartz porphyry (igneous rocks), garnet biotite 
gneiss, marble and others (metamorphic rocks) (Fig. 5). Especially, common e~istence 
of variously recrystallized and sheared blastomylonitic granodiorite is one of the most 
characteristic features of this conglomerate. Late Triassic conodonts ( Go1idolella poly-
gnathijormis and Epigondolella bidentata) are obtained from cobbles of micritic limestone. 
Jurassic radiolaria (Protunuma sp.) is found out in sandy matrix of the conglomerate. 
These conglomerates resemble the Kamiaso Conglomerate (ADACHI, 1971, 1973) in 
the western part of the Mino Terrane with regards to the age, features of beds intercalat-
ing the conglomerate and composition of gravels. 
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4. Fossils and age 
:,Chert ,ofi the Sawando・ Complex yields河Triassicconodonts・ (Table 5) and Triassic and 
Early Jutrassic radiolarians, (Tabre 6). Some cherts yielding late Early Triassic (Spathian) 
conodonts occur as blocks in Middle or Upper Jurassic strata. 
Siliceous mudstone yields Middle Jurassic radiolarians at many localities (Table 6). 
These radiolarians are characteristic species of the Hsuum hisuikyoerise Assemblage (YAO, 
1981; lSOZAKI and MATSUDA, 1985）’ Unu1 
1980) and Gue♂ela nud1αta Assemblage (MAτ‘弘SUOKA,1981 ).
Mudstone interbedded with ’sandstone yields late Middle and early Late Jurassic 
tadiolarians which characterizes the Guexelia nudata Assemblage and the Gongylothorax 
sakawaensis-St幼 ocapsanaradaniensis A,ssemo~age (MATS1UOKA ,and YA.0, 1981, Table 6). 
Espeeia]ly the la枕erassemblage is the youngest irn age in the Sawando Complex and the 
radiolarians characterizing this assemblage have been obtained only from one point. 
Thus, ages of the Sawando Complex range from Middle Early Triassic to early Late 
Jurassic times without age of blocks and the sequences showing systematic vertical changes 
of lithology, from chert through siliceous mudstone to terrigeneous c;lastic rocks, were 
deposited almost continuously throughout tl1ese times. 
Table 5. List of Triassic conodont fossils from the Sawando Complex. For localities of samp]es 
see Appendix 3. 
2 .1 4 月 6 7 8 9 1 o~ 11 12 13 14~ 15 16 1'7 18 19 ,20' 21 22 23 24 25 26 Gond'o1ell!a haslachensis ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ G. exceiPsa ＋ ＋ ＋ Gladigondolella tethydis ＋ 
G. sp. ＋ 
Gondolella polygnathiformis ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ Epigondolella p,rimitia ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋’ E. permica 
E. abneptis ＋ ＋ ＋ E. postera 
＋ E. bi den ta ta ＋ ＋ Misikella hernsteini 
＋ M. posthernsteini 
＋ 
冒ー ーー ーー ー目当 ー - ・ －『＂
Table 6. List of Triassic and Jurassic radiolarian fossils from the Sawando Complex. For 
localities of samples see Appendix 3. 
1 ,2 3 .-4 5 .6 7 8 9' ~ 0 j 11H lr 2 1 3 1 4・ 1 5 1も 17 18 19 20 
＋ ＋ 
＋ ＋ 
＋＋ ?
????
Tria・ss0campe spp. 
T.ripocyclia sp. 
Staurodorus sp. 
PalaeosatJurnalis cf. zapfei 
P. heisseli 
P. elegans 
P. triassicus 
P. cf. fissa 
P.(?) convertus 
P. sp. 
? ?
＋＋． 
＋ 
＋ 
ーー ． ー ーー ・申ー ーー ーー ーー ーー ーー ーー司ー ーー ーー ーー ーー ーー ーー ーー 一一一←ー一一一一一ーーーー 『ー田ー ーー ＋＋ 
Parahsuum simplum 
P. spp. 
Unuma sp. 
Tricolocapsa parvipora 
T. plicarum 
Cyrtocapsa msstoi.dea 
Podobursa sp. 
St i ch o caps a t •e g i m :J,.ni s 
S. oonvex,g 
E'U € グrt i di e Pl U'fl u liJ, u1m a ens e 
TricoliocB.psa conexs 
W;i』1i r !ie de 1・ um s p • A g r o ur p
Li thocampe(?) nudsta 
L. aff. nudata 
Eucyrtidiellum ptyctum 
Stylocapsa catenarum 
S.(?) spiralis 
ーー ーーー ーー ーー ーー 』ー ーー 一ー一一←ー一 一ーー ーー ーー ーー ー＋ 
＋ i 
＋ 
＋ ＋ ＋ +・ ＋ 
＋ 
＋ ＋ 
' 1 
~ 
＋ 
＋ ＋ 
＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ ’ ＋ E司
＋ 
＋ · 1 ~ 長＋ ロ
＋ 
＋ 
＋ 
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5. Geologic structure 
The Sawando Complex trends northeast a,nd dips 45° to 80° northwest. Triassic and 
Jurassic sequences showing systematic vertical changes of the lithology are repeatedly 
exposed. Although the bases of Triassic chert or siliceous claystone are generally bounded 
by strike-slip thrust faults, siliceous claystone occupyi11g the base of the sequence some圃
times coherently 1C0ntact* with the mudsto11e at the top of the subjacent sequence witlト
out apparent slip planes. Details and significance of this observation will be discussed 
in the Chapter IX. 
Asymmetrical folds which are closed or tight (FLEUTY, 1964) are common in bedded 
c,hert of 1l1e Sawando Complex. The f o1ds indicate intermediate forms between the 
similar fold ai1d the parallel fold. Tight or open (FLEUTY) folds which appear to be 
originated from soft-sediment deformation are occasionally found out in rhythmically 
alternating beds of sandstone and mudstone. 
Pinch圃and四swellstructure and boudin structure of sandstone interbedded with muι 
stone are also found out. These structures are also inferred to be products of the soft-
sediment deformation. The layer blique cleavage, in some cases, occurs in the siliceous 
claystone. Because this cleavage limitedly found only in the lowermost part of the se-
quence, i主isconsidered that the cleavage has genetic relatio11 to the thrust bounding the 
bottom of the sequence. 
Other small-scale deformation structures are not so conspicuous in this complex as 
in the Hirayu and Shimashima Complexes. 
E. Shimashima Complex 
t. Outline 
The Shimashima Complex is characterized by melanges with chert and sandstone 
blocks and pelitic rocks of matrix which has undergone remarkable deformation. 
This complex is distributed in the central part of the study area and is typically 
exposed along the Shimashima-dani River and the Nishino-gawa River. The boundary 
between this complex and the Sawando Complex is not clear and the two complexes 
appear to grade into each other. 
The Ichinosawa Formation and the Shimashima Formation were proposed by TANAKA 
et al. (1952). The former is the melange of the Shimashima Complex and the latter 
is a stratified unit in the melange. Rocks of the A, B and C ZoQes (OTSUKA, 1985) 
and those of the Snimashima Zone (OTSUKA et al., 1984; OTSUICA, 198.6) correspond 
to the Shimashima Complex. The Kurokawa, lnekoki and Hata Formations (KATADA 
and lsOMI, 1964) should be referred to the south part of the Shima写himaComplex. 
It is indeterminate whether thinly bedded旬r-biditeanq1 sandstone-(Nomata Forma圃
tion, Kl¥ TADA .ai1d IsoMI, 1964) should to be. included in this complex or not at this stage. 
The present author tentatively deals the Nomata・ Formation as a n1ember' ofth・e Shima-
shima Complex in_ this paper. The sot1thern limit .of the Nomata Formation i's bounded 
* For application of the term coherent contact, see. 1~NM·~~ ぐt982).
、．
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by the apparrent fault位・endingnortheast and ,steeply dippi1ng northwest 侭ATADAand 
IsoMI, 1964; YANo, 1986MS). 
KANO (1975) presented that Permiap Narai Formation, Triassic Yabuhara Formation 
and the Misogawa Formation inferred to be Jurassic are folded to be repeatedly exposed 
along tne Shimashima-dani River. 'However, existence of the Permian has not been 
actually confirmed and Tria,ssic chert are nothing but blocks in the melange. 
2. Lithology 
The Shimashima Complex is composed of large quantity of melange whole of which 
are remarkably deformed. 
Bl0cks in the melange consist of chert, sandstone, tuffaceous siltstone and siliceous 
claystone and their sizes range from ~a few milli1meters to 凶orethan l km in length. Large 
chert blocks illustrated in the geologic map (Fig. 4) are considered to be aggregates of 
smaller blocks. Blocks often coherently contact with. surrounding pelitic rocks of matrix 
which are o-ccasionally intruded into cracks in blocks. 
Chert occupies the main p{1rt of the blocks in volume. Chert is gray, grayish blue 
and grayish green in color and js thinly bedded intercalating siliceous cla,ystone. Blecks 
of tuffaceous siltstone are les-s than 1  m in length and show irregular shapes jumbling with 
the matrix. The matrix of the melange is considerably siliceous and only small amδunt 
0f c1astic gFains of quart・z and plagroclas’e ar~ observed under the microscope. Although 
sedimentary structures in the matri4 are getieral~y imconspiciMous, laminae 0f less than a 
few millimeters in thickness are occasionally preserved. 
Some parts occupied by alternating beds of sandstone and mudstone, in which sedi-
mentary structures have been well preserved, are sporadically found out in this complex. 
Stratified clastic locks in the 13 Zone ( 0TSGiKA, 1985) which is extending for distance 
and in a direction parallel色othe general trend, is the most 1emarkable example. It is 
considered that each part which is composed of stratified clastic rocks is a giganthic blocks 
or an assemblage of smal'ler blocks. 
3. Fossils and age 
Conodonts have been obtained from cher色andsiliceous＇司claystoneblocks (Table 7). 
KANO (1975) reported the occurrence of E_pなondolellaprimitia from chert blocks. These 
conodonts indicate ages from the Spathian to the Rhaetian (MOSHER, 1968; SWEET et al., 
1971; KozuR, 1980; Ko1KE, 1983). 
. Silioe0us mudstone of the matrix of the melange commonly yields rediolarians. 
However specimens whi.ch are well-preserved enough for specific identificatio,n are hardly 
obtained because of deformation and recrystallization. Through intensive examination, 
Jurassic radiolarians (Table 8) could be obtained from siliceous mudstone matrix in 
several localities. Some of these species characterize late Middle and early Late Jurassic 
radiolarian assemblages (MATSUOKA, 1982, 1983; YAo, et al., 1982). 
To sum up, Early to Late Triassic chert and siliceous claystone blocks are in.eluded 
in Late Middle to early Late Jurassic siliceous mudstone and mudstone in this complex. 
Therefore it is inf erred thaf the melange of the Sb.imashima Complex has been formed 
、
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Neospathodus homeri 
Gondolella excelsa 
Gladigondolella tethydis 
Gondolella po1ygnathiformis 
Epigondolella permica 
E. nodosa 
E. abneptis 
Mis1ke1la hernstein1 ＋ 
/ti. s p. 
M・・・・ ・4・ 』
Dictyomitra sp. し
Stichocapsa naradaniensJJs 
s. robusta 
Stylocapsa spiralis 
s. lacrimalis 
s. hemicostata 
s. catenarum 
Guexella a ff. nudata 
Stylocapsa tee ta 
Tricolocapsa tetragona ＋ 
T. a ff. fusiformis ＋ 
Guexella nudata 
Hsu um(?) a ff, inexploratum 
Tricolocapsa conexa ＋ 
Will主riedellum s p. A group 
Tricolocapsa plicarum ＋ 
T. fusiformis 
Dictyomitrella(?) kamoensis 
in Late Jurassic time or after. 
4. Geologic structures 
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Table 7. List of Triassic conodont 
fossils from the Shimashima 
Complex. For localities of 
samples see Appendix 4. 
Table 8. List of Jurassic radiolarian 
fossils from the Shimashima 
Complex. For localities of 
samples see Appendixes 4 
and 5. 
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Sedimentary structures are hardly preserved as a result of intense shear and it is 
di伍cultto recognize the macroscopic structure only from them. But the trend of pre圃
dominant cleavage is almost parallel to that of laminae and bedding which are sporadical-
ly preserved. Predominant cleavages generally trend northeast and steeply dip north-
east or localy southeast. 
The melange of the Shimashima Complex is entirely sheared and various deforma-
tion structures are commonly observed both in blocks and the matrix. 
Some types of folds are observed ip the melange. Siliceous mudstone of the matrix 
is sometimes tightly folded with wavelength of less than 10 cm (Fig. 10・h). The open 
fold accompanied by axial plane cleavages also occurs in the melange (Fig. 10-i). Tight 
or open fold with wavelength of l! to2 m are found out in・ alternating beds 0f sandstone 
and mudstone (Fig. 10-a). This fold is considered to be formed under unconsolidated 
condition of sediment because of no evidence of brittle deformation. 
Various minor structures are commonly observed・ in・ siliceous ml:}d'stone matrix, under 
the microscope or in polished specimens as争 resultof intense shear. The important 
minor structures are as follows, 1) rhombic inclusion_, 2)irregularly frag.me-nted siltstone, 
3) rotation of clasts, 4) layer blique cleavage,, 5)a~i~T pl~ne cleavage and 6）’crenulation 
cleavage (Fig. 10サ， f,,n, k, 1, m). Some of deforvi矧op.str~cture号 are ap.p.aren.tly亭sym-
metrical and they are inferred: tohave b~ep. def or~ed under the simpl~ shear stress. 
Especially the type帽Cfolcl and irregularly.ョ f.r~g·m~nte.cj silt写tonehave been 4eveloped 
through remarkable _flow of materials. Ductil~ def orma~ion or recrystallization of elastic 
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grains concerned with folding or fragmentation are not found out under the microscope. 
Tl1en these deformation have been formed 1De£ore eonsolidation. After al, ,deformation 
of the Shimashima Complex is considered to have developed both before and after con-
solidation of sediments. 
F. Misogawa Complex 
1-. Outline 
The Misogawa Complex is characterized by great amount of sandstone, mudstone 
and melange. s •oft-sediment deおrmationis widespread in this complex and southern1 
part 0f the complex mas undeFgone tne Ryoke meta1norphism. The Misogawa Complex 
is typically exposed along the Miso-gawa River and the Nishino-gawa River. The Miso-
gawa Complex is in fault contact with the Shiroashirna Complex. 
The Hario Formation (KATADA and IsoMI, 1964) is correlated with the melange which 
occupies, the n@rthern part of the Misogawa ~compiex. 'The Misogawa Formation (KATADA 
and IsoMI, 1962) c0rrespopds to the unit of alt~rnating beds of ,sandstone and mudstone in 
the Misogawa Zone. YANo (1985）五附 presentedthat the Yabuhara Formation (K.ATADA 
and IsoMI, 196'2) is a sedimentary melange and dealt it as a unit of the Misogawa Forma圃
tion. Tl1e present author agrees with his opipiort and'. regards the Y abuhara Formation 
and the Hario Foi;mation as sed1imentary melanges ofi the Misogawa Complex. 
2. Lithology 
The Misogawa Complex is cQmposed of two types of t1nits; one is sandstむne-domi-
nant "complex and another is sedimentary melange. 
Most of coarse to medium sandstone is massive and o'ften includes angular fragment 
of mudstone. Coarse sandstom.e is sometimes ~ocompanied by breccia which is composed 
of chert, mudstone and siliceous mudstone. Mudstone overlying sandstone is commonly 
thinner than sandstone and shows laminae indicated by aligned flaky muscovite, Car-
bonizecf plant fossils and trace fossils, Helminthoidea (lsoMI and l{ATADA, 1959) are some圃
times {ound 0ut in muds色one.an1d -fine sandstone. 
Melange of this complex are ex;posed alom.g the Nomata-gawa River an・d the Narai四
gawa River in the area east of the Sakai-toge fault (RESEARCH GROU1P FOR ACTIVE FAULTS, 
1980, Fig. 2) and at the west of Kisofukl 
of the melange is t;il.udstone and does not show apparent sedimentary structures. Al~ 
thou_gh the matrix has been variously sheared，モheshearing is not so conspicuous as in 
the Shimashima Complex. Blocks in the melange are chert, si恥eousclays tone, sand-
sonte, limestone and greenstone, and some of them extend over a length of 2 km. 
3. Fossils and age 
An occurrence of plant fossils has been reported from this complex (GEOLOGICAL 
SOCI町 YOF NAGANO PREFECTURE, 1957), and some georogists have believed that the com-
plex is Mesozoic in age. KoIKE et al. (1971), KANO (19,75) and YANo (19'83, 1985) have 
obtained Triassic conodonts from chert in this complex. 
Limestone blocks yield Permian coral, Waagenophyllum indicum at Mt. Utot1・yama 
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Pseudodictyomitra prim1t1va 
P. sp. 。
Tricolocapsa s p. A 
Arc/Jaeod1ctyomitra minoens1s 
Parvicin.gu1a mash1taensis 
Mirifusus mediodiratatus 
M. bailcyi 
Protunuma JBponicus 
Stichocapsa s p. A 』
Dd.ctyomitra sp. c 
1'ricolocapsa s p. 。
Stichocapsa naradaniensis 
s. rob us ta 
Stylocapsa spiralis ! 
s. /Jemiicostata ＋ s. catenarum （←） 
Eucyrtid1ellum ptycLum 
Cinguloturrris carpatica -f l ＋ 
T. a ff. fusiformis 
Trico1ocapsa conexa I l 
Iv i 11 i r i e de 11 um s p. A group 
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Table 9. List of Jurassic radi-
olarian fossils from 
the Misogawa Com-
plex. For localities 
of samples see Ap-
pendix 6. 
(KAMEI et al., 1962) and Permian and Late Triassic conodonts alo11g the N arai圃gawa
River (YANO, 1983, 1985). 
Siliceous mudstone and mudstone yield abundant radiolarians which are useful for 
age-determination. MIZUTANI et al. (1981), ADACHI (1982) and YANO (1985, 1986MS) 
have reported occurrences of Late Jurassic radiolarians (Mir仰susbaileyi Asse1n blage, 
M1zu-TANI et al., 1981) from the Miso-gavva River area. Although YANO (1985) also 
found out early Late Jurassic radiolarians (Gongylothorax sakau1aensis-Stichocapsa narada-
nienの Assemblage)( =G岨SAssemblage), he interpreted that they were yielded from 
exotic blocks. The present author obtained early to late Late Jurassic radiolarians mainly 
from the area west of the Sakaiぺogefault (OTSUKA, l 986b ). Representative species of 
Jurassic radiolarians obtained from the Misogawa Complex are shown in Table 9. Con-
sidering wide distribution of occurrences of radiolarians characterizing the G-S Assemblage, 
early Late Jurassic rocks cannot be concluded as blocks. The early Late Jurassic radio-
larians tends to be obtained in the north part of this complex. 
These fossil evidences indicate that clastic rocks of the Misogawa Complex deposited 
during early to late Late Jurassic time. 
4. Geologic structure 
In tl1e Misogawa Complex, monotonous lithofacies and widespread small岨scaledefor-
mation structures make it difficult to understand the macroscopic structur.es. Elaborate 
checks of change of dip and tops of beds suggest the existence of folds w.1th wavelength 
of 50 m to some hundreds meters. However beds dipping nonhw~st and1 indicating 
north圃west-topare predominant al over the study area. It is suggested fr0m this. that the 
northern limbs of the fold are more developed or longer than the・ southern, 'limbs and that 
enveloping surf~ce of folds are gently dip northvvest as a whole. 
Minor folds (Fig. 10-a) are found out in thinly alternating beds of sandstone and 
mudstone. They ~e tight or closed (FLEU'I;Y, 1964) f 0lds who~e ¥vavelepgth is t・ m or 
so and are classified into the simi.l~r fold. 
Boudinage and pinch-aIJ.d-swell structures (Fig. 110咽~， d) are al~o found' out .in thinly 
， 
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alternating beds. Apparent slip planes cannot be observed between sandstone boudins 
and S'Uli'IJ.iounding pelitic rocks and they sometimes grade into each other under mesoscopic 
observation.. Boudins usually show lenticular and sharply edged (Fig. 10帽d)shapes, which 
imdicate the existence 1of remarkable flowage even in competent layers. 
Microfaults (Fig. 10・g)also occur in thinly alternating beds of sandstone and mud-
stone which are usually accompanied with pinch田and四swe11structures. Most of micro四
faults cut bedding or lamination with high-angJe, and their vertical slips are less than 5 
cm in usual. Microfaults are not accompanied with mesoscopic shear zones and sandwich 
thin (less than 30 μm materials under the microscopic observation. These famlts are dis圃
tinct within sandstone layers, but dips and vertical slips of faults become gradually di-
minis,hed within mudstone layers and finally £a:~lts disappear. 
Microscopic layer-oblique or layer-parallel cleavages (Fig. 10-k) occur in some me・
~anges. Especia[Jy these structures are common in the melang,e which has been named 
the Yabuhara Formation (KATADA and IsoMI, 1962). 
G. Kyogatake Complex 
1! Outline 
The Kyogatake Complex is characterized by a large quantity of sandstone and mud-
stone accompanied with allochtonous blocks of chert, limestone and greenstone. This 
complex is distributed in the southernmost part of the study area, and rocks are typically 
exposed along the Narai-gawa River and the Yokokawa-gawa River. 
Along the Narai-gawa River, .－~he Kyogatalte Complex ~s in fault contact with the 
Misogawa Complex. 
Th.e Kyogatake Complex has wholly und・ergone the Ryoke metamorphism. Low圃
grade metamorphic rocks (the biotite zone and lower) in the northwestern part grade 
into the high圃grademetamorphic rocks (the cordierit~ zone and higher) toward the south 
(KATADA et al., 1959; KATADA and IsoMI, 1962, 1964; KATADA,, 1965, 1967; ONO, 1969; 
MoRIKIYO, 1984 and others). Because of remarkable metamorphism, it is difficult to 
determine the exact limit of southeastern extension of this complex. 
The Narai Formation, the Yokokawa Formation and the Kuwazawa Formation 
(KATADA and lsoMI, 1962) a~e involved in the Kyogatake Complex. 'The rocks of the 
Narai Formation, the Yabuhara Formation and the Misogawa Formation whose distribu-
tions_ inthe area south of the Narai fault were1 shown by KANO (1975), are members of 
the Kyogatake Complex. 
2. Lithology 
Lithology of the Kyogatake Co,mplex has /been described by OTSUKA et al. (1986), and 
in this paper the author gives the outline of the lithology in accordance with their des圃
cr1pt1on. 
The Kyogatake Complex is composed of a large amount of sandstone and mudstone 
and is accompanied with a small amount pf chert, limestone and greenstone as alloch-
thonous blocks. Alternating beds of sandstone and. mudstone are subdivided into two 
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types; the mudstone司dominanttype and the sandstone圃dominanttype. 
Beds of the mudstone-dorninant type is composed of turbidite. Thickness of one 
bed is 3 to 7 cm in usual. Sedimentary structures, such as grading and cross lamina-
tion, are commonly observed, and the top of usually steeply dipping beds can be deter-
mined in many cases. Sedimentary structures of this type of alternating beds 11ave been 
disrupted into various degrees and some kinds of deformation structures as sandstone 
breccias and minor folds are common. 
Beds of sandstone-dominant type are composed of thicker sandstone beds and thinner 
mudstone beds, and the total thickness of a set of underlying sandstone and overlying 
mudstone is 10 to 50 cm. Sandstone and mudstone sometimes occur as individual thick 
bed. Sandstone blocks which sometimes exceed 1 m in diameters are often contained in 
mudstone. It is di伍cultto determine whether this kind of sandstone blocks are alloch四
thonous or products of disruption of neighboring sandstone beds under an t1nconsolidated 
condition. 
Chert, limestone and greenstone sporadically occur as allochthonous blocks included 
in mudstone matrix and the complex are considered to be sedimentary melanges. Chert 
is the most common and the largest among allochthonous blocks, which are more frequently 
found in the southeastern part (Yokokawa Formation, KATADA and IsoMI, 1962) of this 
complex. Limestone occurs as small bodies accompanying chert in most cases and are 
sometimes frequently・ interbedded with chert. A part of limestone interbedding with 
chert is replaced by dolomite or silica minerals to various extent. Greenstone also occurs 
as small blocks, most of which are less than mappable scale, and some of them are accom-
panied with chert. Greenstones are composed of basaltic massive lava, hyaloclastite, tuff 
and others. But primary ma伍cminerals are not preserved and only remains as pseudo-
morph due to the metamorphism. 
3. Fossils and age 
OTSUKA et al. (1986) have reported the occurrences of conodonts and・ radiolarians. 
Limestone yields Late Triassic conodonts from some localities and chert. contains con-
odonts which are inferred to be iriassic types (Table 10). Although radiolarians are 
commonly contained in siliceous mudstone and mudstone, they are ill-preserved and' re-
crystallized due to the Ryoke metamorphism. From some localities radiolarians of ap-
parently Middle or Late Jurassic types are obtained (Table 10). Faunal c0m,position of 
these radiolarians show similarities to those of the lほか1f~t$USba£ley£ Assemblage (MIZUTANI 
et al:, 1981 ). Tl1e age of the comple~ is inferred to be late・ Late J・urassic in the present 
stage of the research but details remain unsolved. 
4. Geologic structure 
Strata of the Kyogatake Complex trend northeast and・ dip steeply southeast or norぬ－
¥Vest. Almost al part of the complex争rev.ariously 9isrnpted and minor deformation 
structures are commonly observed. Then it i~ gi伍cμltto r~cQgnize th,e .mac1;oscopic 
structures. For the present, the author infers th手tth~ envelopin,g $UJ;f ~ce of f o ld,s dips 
sot1theast as tl1ought by l{A:fADA and Iso1vr1 (1962). KANO (1975,., 1982) _pr・oposed the-
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Table 10. List of Triassic conodont and Jurassic radiolarian fossils from the 
Kyogatalte Complex €a£ter Orr.SURA et al. 1986). For localities of 
samples see Appe.mdix 7. 
LIT>HOILOGY LS 0H CH OH LS LS LS LS l!.S CH CH CH CH 1 SM S阿 SM SM 
TAXA ＼～＼ LOCALITY 2 j 4 9 10 11 1213'14 15 16 17 
Gondolella polygnath1form1s ． I 
G. sp. •1 .I ． .I •I •· ．．•·ii 
Ep1gondolella permica 
•· 
E. abneptis ． .I 
E. pr1m1t1a 
• •• 
E. spp. .I ． 
fragments I • • ••I. ． ． .i ．． ・－・1.I ．． ー－－－ーーー 『』
Tr1co.L•ocapsa sp. 
I ・（・）・ ． ． q 
~ 'E u cyr山1.ell um s p. 1 .I 
So J,e n10 tr yma sc1p,. 
（・）
，． 
P seudod1i ct yom1f t ra min oens 1 s I (ie) 
1Archaeodi1ctyom1tra sp.λ 
I e 
A. spp. ｛・｝ （・）
Parvicingula sp. I （・）
Mirifusus sp. ． ． 
－ーーーー ー ーーーー 圃－－－
macroscopic folded structure which show almost level enveloping surface of folding. 
Any evidence of the macroscopic folds as he had proposed was not found out through 
tle s1urvey ef OrrsuKA et al.υ986). 
'fhe minor fold, boudinage, pinch-and田swe11~ structure, microfauJ:t and sandstone 
breccia are common and crenulation cleavage, slaty cleavage and schistosity are occasional-
ly found out in the Kyogatake Complex. 
Minor folds occur. both in the sandstone-dominant type and in the sandstone-
dominant type of alternating beds. Folds of the former type (Fig. 10・a)are tight or closed 
witl1 wavelength of less than 1 m and are close to the similar fold. Folds of the latter 
type (Fig. 10-b) are open folds with wavelength of more than 1 m. These folds resemble 
those of th1e Misogawa. Complex. 
The bou.dinage an・d the p.inch-and~swe11 strueture (Fig. [@1-c, d') are common in the 
~uastone圃dominant type beds. Boudin,s Msually st1ow thin. lens shape, which indicates 
the existence of remarkable flowage both in competent sandstone and incompetent mud-
stone. Besides microfaults occur also in the mudstone-dominant type beds. -
. Sandstone breccia (Fig. 10・e)sporadically occurs within sandstone-dominant alter-
nating beds and they are floated in mudstone. Sandstone clasts in breccia show irregular 
shapes with length of less than 30 cm in usual. 'rwo types of boundaries between sand-
stone clasts and surrounding mudstone are mesoscopically recognized; one is sharp contact 
and the other is obscure and grading into each other a,s a result of s・oft-sediment deforma-
t;1on. 
'Fhe slaty cleavage is found out in the middle to low~grade (biotite zone) metamorphic 
rocks of this complex. The slaty cleavage occurs apparently oblique to bedding. The 
crenulation cleavage and the schistosity appear in・ higher grade part. 
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IV. Chert-elastics sequence 
The rock sequence which shows systematic vertical changes of lithology in the Yukawa 
and Sawando Complexes (Fig. 6) has been named “the chert-clastics sequence”（OTSUKA 
1985) and an idealized columnar section of the sequence is shown in. Fig. 7. Bedded 
grayish siliceous claystone, chert, chert breccia, tuffaceous siltstone, siliceous mudstone 
and interbedded sandstone and mudstone are accumulated in ascending order almost 
regularly. The thickness of the sequence is usually some hundreds meters and some帽
times exceeds 1.000 m. Distribution of sequences is shown in Fig. 8. Of course, not 
al sequences show completely regular vertical changes of the lithology and total thickness 
of the sequences v,aries to certain extent a.mong sequences. 
Fig. 6 shows examples of vertical lithologic changes in individual of sequences. 
Large part of chert and interhedded sandstone and mudstone are abbreviated in_. Fig. 6. 
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Bedded Chert Chert Tuffaceous Siliceous Red Mudstofle 
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greyish breccia s i 1ts tone mud stone siliceOL!S and 
siliceous muds tone muds tone 
muds tone 
Fig. 6 Examples of stratigrapl1ic columns in tl1e Yulcawa and Sav.・a・nd.o Complex伐・ Localities are 
show11 in Fig. 8. Lines connecting adjac~nt co!unl!lS show. lithological correlation. 
F: Fat1lt, C: Sharp bounda~＇r' ¥Vithout fault. 
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Mudstone unit 
e Siliceous mudstone unit 
c 
€i Tuffaceous s i1 ts tone unit Fig. 7 An idealized chert-elastics sequence 
(adapted from 0TSUK~， 1985). Chert 
ぐ＇b)and Sandstone and mudstone (g) 
actually have much larger thickness 
compared with the other lithologic 
units than illustrated. 
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Beds at the localities (see Fig. 8) of ind¥ividual ,sequences in Fig. 6 are dipping northwest 
and not ovreturfied without exception. 
Most of bottoms of chert or bedded siliceous claystone which occupies the basal 
part of the sequences are bounded by faults with apparent shear zone. But at Locs. 3 
and 4 in Fig. 8, chert sharply contacts with mudstone and sandstone of the underlying 
sequences without apparent slip surfaces. These indicate that at least the top of the 
・underlying se句uencewas unconsolidated when the sequences were stacked. 
Angu}a,r clasts of c抗ertbreccia is sporadically involved in the lowe.r part 01f greenish 
tuffaceous siltstone. 'Tufface0us siltstone，酢occasionallywith eh1ert bぉccia,conformably 
overlies chert. Tuffaceous siltstone, sil'iceous mudstone and interbedded sandstone and 
mudstone which overlie chert in this order, gradually change each other. 
The unit of interbedded sandstone and mudstone is situated at the uppermost part 
of the sequence and occupies much larger part・ than the other units. This unit is com-
posed of characteristic rhythmicafly alternating beds of sandstone and mudstone, thick 
and massive sandstone, gneissose and granitic gravels bearing conglomerate and sedi・
mentary melange. The top of the sequence is usually occupied by thick and massive 
sandstone. 
The recognitio1n ef this systematic change of lithology in continuous sequences and 
of the re~eated勿 piled structure of these sequences is impo伽 itin con~idering the 
tectonosed1mentary process of these sequences. This problem will be discussed in 
Chapter IX. 
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V. Y,-ounging polarity of rock ages 
Ages of seven complexes have been clraified on the basis of occurrence of fusulinids, 
conodonts and rad'iotarians except for the Kyogatake Complex j:n which well-preserved 
radi0larians珂havenot fueen obtained. 
Pelitic rocks of the melange of the Hirayu Complex have deposited in Middle Jurassic 
time. Deposition of matrix materials of this complex continued from Early to late Middle 
Jurassic time. No evidence of deposition after late Middle Jurassic has been found out 
ie th~s complex. 
If the complex 0f the area east of Takayama is regarded as the western extension of 
the complex of the Shirahone Complex, it is inferred that Permian in this complex was 
em placed as allochthonous blocks in late Middle Jurassic time. 
Rocks of the Sawa・nd0 Complex have been continuously deposited from late Early 
Triassic t0 early Late Jurassic times.. ~Stacki·ng ,of the cθntinuous chert-clastics・ sequences 
completed in Late (perhaps early Late) Jurassic time when the uppermost parts of the 
sequences were stil uncon叫 dated(OTSUKA, 1985). 
Sedimentary melange of the Sbimashima Complex was emplaced in early Late 
Ju1rassic time or later 0a the basis of radiolarian eviclences. 
The Misogawa Complex <deposited in early and late Late Jurassic times (ADACHI, 
1982; Y ANO, 1986MS; OTSUKA, l 986a). Jl句reservedradiolarians obtained from the 
Kyogatake Complex indicate that the complex is Late Jurassic in age (OTSU臥 d al., 
1986). The Kyogatake Compl1ex lithologica1fy resembles the Misogawa Complex and 
the both complexes presumably deposited in tme same time. 
The age of each complex is summarized in Fig. 9. This figure indicates that ages 
of final deposition of the seven complexes show the tendency to become younger toward 
the southeast. The shift of the sedimentary site toward the southeast by stages is 
north~ 
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suggested on the basis of this southeastward younging polarity of ages. 
VI.. Structural features 
A. Distribution of deformation structures 
Various kinds of deformation structures which are formed in earlier to later stages of 
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process are widespread in the study area. Each complex is characteristic 
not 01nly in lithology but also in aspect of deformation strlllctures, which were descrゐed
in Chapter lI:J . ,In this chapter, the author pays attention to mesoscopic folds, micro-
fault, cleav.ages., houdin, piReh-aFld-swell structure, teotonic inclusion and other 
scopic and microscopic structures. Schematic sketches of the principal deformation 
structures are shown in Fig. I 0.
Four types of mesoscopic folds and three types of cleavages found out are explained 
in the following. 
The type-A fold is found out in mudstone-d0minant turbidite which is thinly bedded. 
The type-A fold is tignt or closed, angular asymmetrical fold which was described in the 
ch.apter of the Misogawa and the Kyogatake Complexes (Fig. 10-a). 
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The type-B fold is found out in alternating beds of sandstone and mudstone. This 
fold is open or closed, angular to rounded, asymmetrical fold which was described in the 
chapter of the Kyogatake Complex. The wavelength and the amplitude of this fold are 
larger than those of the type蝿Afold (Fig. 10圃b). 
The type-C fold (Fig. 10固め occurs in the pelitic matrix of melange and sometimes 
shows remarkable passive flow. The type-D fold (Fig. 10-i) occurs in a competent block 
in melange and is characterized by axial plane cleavages. Both types of folds were des-
cribed in the chapter of the Shimashima Complex. 
The type-A cleavage (Fig. 10四k)is obliquely crossed with laminae or bedding of 
siliceous claystone and mudstone. The type-B cleavage (Fig. 10-1) is axial plane cleav-
age whichトoccursin t1he Type四Dfold. These cleavages are mesoscopic in scale. The 
type-C cleavage (Fig. 10-m) ~s the crenulation cleavage, which sometimes octl.rs in mud-
stone matrix of melanges. This cleavage can be observed only under the microscope. 
Principal mesoscopic and microscopic deformation structures which have been des-
cribed in chapter III are as follows; 1) minor fold in chert, 2) type四Afold, 3) type田B
fold, 4) type圃Cfold, 5) type圃Dfold, 6) boudinage, 7) pinch-and帽swellstructure, 8) brec圃
ciation of sandstone, 9) brecciation of siltstone, 10) microfault, 11) rhombic inclusion, 
12) type-A cleavage, 13) type-B cleavage, 14) type-C cleavage, 15) rotation of clasts and 
16) ductile deformation of clasts. 
Distribution of deformation structures are shown i1n Fig. 11. Although ,some defor-
ma tion sもructuresoccurs in al or nealry al complexes, some others are found out in 
certain particular complexes, respectively. 
B・. States of materials in deformation 
Deformation structures dealt in this chapter, of course, have not been formed at 
one time. Some of them may have occurred under the unconsolidated stage and others 
after consolidation. Because behaviors of materials depend on confining pressure, tem圃
perature, strain rate, and others, it is not always easy to infer the state of materials in 
deformation. 
Deformation structures which apparently occuF・red after consolidation are as follows. 
(1) The schistosity which is interp附 edto be a result of the Ryoke metamorphism. 
(2) The type-D folding (at least in the final stage) and (3) minor folds (at least in a part) 
in thinly bedded chert which are widespread al over the study area. Details of observa-
tion and significance of some these folds will be presented in Chapter VIII-A. Besides, 
type四A,type-B and type-C cleavages occurred on the stage on which. consolidation had 
been considerably progressed. 
Sandstone or mudstone dykes and sjls were, of course, formed under the uncon圃
solidated condition. 
Concerning deformation structures other than cit~d above, it i~ .not easy to deter-
mine the states of materials in which the deformation stru9tt1res "¥1ぉ formed,on the basis 
of mesoscopic features. 
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0Ts,uKA et al. (1985, 19,86) indicated that type田Aana type-B folds, boudinage, pinch-
and圃swellstrYcture, 1brecci~tion of sandstene, mic~of: <Mlt, elastic dykes and other deforma-
tion structures were widespread i・P the Kyogatake Complex. MALTMJ¥N (1984) has in-
sisted that intergranular flow without intragranular movement is important for recognition 
of soft帽sedimentdeformation under the microscope. Under the microscopic observation 
of the above cited in the K yogatake CoJ.l)Jplex, remarkafule fractures or deformation of 
,clastie mi~nerals are not observed, 'and these deformation structures are considered to be 
formed chiefly througl1 the intergranular flow. Accordingly, OTSUKA et al. (1986) con園
cluded that most of these deformation structures was formed in. the unconsolidated stage 
and that soft-sediment deformation occurred al over the K yogatake Complex. 
EJ,recciati0n @f siltst0ne and, type-C f0fd's seem to h肝 ＜ebeen formed through remark-
able flow of materials. ・The fact that clastic grains such as quartz in siltstone are not 
deformed suggests a remarkable flow occurred before complete lithification as mentioned 
in the Cl;:iapter III-E. 
Concerning，司 formati0n0f i;hombic i,nelusions 0f silieeous mudstone・ or siltstone and 
rotation and ductile deformation of 1Clasts, it is not easy to deter責iinethe condition of 
materials. However, at least, some clasts in these deformation structures are inferred 
to have been lithified to a certain extent considering that the clasts of same rock species 
are allochthonous and olderをhanthe matrices. 
As mentioned a,bove, ,6leformation .§tructures which ID.ave been fQrmed before at).d 
after lithification ooexist in the study area. Of course it is inferred that some of them 
have occurred under the intermediate conditions between unconsolidation and consolida-
tion. The distribution of deformation structures is not uniform amopg the complexes 
€Fig. 日） and this fact is interp,ret to be the reflection of the difference of tectonic history 
among seven compJexes. 
VII1.1 Complexes in the w~stern part 9.f the Mi前 l'Terrane 
This eastern par.it is separated from1 the westel'n part by extensive distribution~ of 
Cretaceous Nohi Rhyolites in meridional trend. The Paleozoic-Mesozoic complexes in 
the western part of the Mino Terrane have been studied by many geologists and an outline 
of distribution of lithofacies has been clarified to some extent (IsoMr, 1955, 1956; KANUMA, 
195~ ； MIZUTANI, 1964; MIYA!YlURA, 1967, 19均 MIYAMU
1979; WAKI1冶・，1985) ． 
FUJIMOTO et al. (1962) subdivided the pre圃Cretaceouscomplex in the Mino Terrane 
into three* lithofacies, which are the Nyukawa facies, Neo facies and AkasaJia facies. 
ADACHI (1976, 1979) classifi・ed pre-Cretaceous rocks in this terrane into three Iithofacies 
which he called the greenstone田limesもonefacies, turbidite-chert facies and shale田chert
facies. Various studies of the Mino Terrane、havebeen recently st1mma1包edby WAKITA 
* !'UJIMOTO et al. (1962) defined five lithぬ ciesin toは Buttwo of the five lit~ofacies have since 
been recognized as members of tl1e Hida-gaien tectonic belt. 
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(1985), who classified the pre圃Cretaceouscomplex into three lithofacies, namely the 
greens tone田limestonefacies, sandstone-dominant facies and mudstone-dominant ( olisto-
stromal) facies. 
The author has reexamined the lithology and ages in the south half of the western 
part of the Mino Terrane. In this chapter, the author proposes a new lithological sub-
division of the western part of the Mino Terrane on the basis of new data as well as pub-
lished data and correlates the complexes of this area with those of the eastern part of the 
Mino Terrane. 
Pafeozoic-Mesozoic complexes in the south half of the western part of the、Mino
Terrane are tentat討elys・ubdivided into five majo.r lithologic types, which are described 
below as Complex 1, 2, 3, 4 and S* (Fig. 12). Additional complexes have been discrim-
inated in the north half (e.g. KAJITA, 1963; HATTORI, 1982), which are not dealt with 
here. 
A. Description of the complexes 
li., Complex 1 
Complex in.1 the Mt. Ryozerトsan,Mt. Ibuki-yama, Mt. Funafuse and the Gujo・
I-Iachiman areas are composed of greenstone, limestone, chert, shale and others. The 
lithofacies in these areas is characterized especially by large quantity of greenstone and 
limestone. 
The lithology of this facies has been investigated in some areas; Mt. Ryozen-san 
area: MIYAMURA (1973), MIYAMURA et al. (1976), 0KIMURA et al. (1986); Mt. Ibuki-
yama area: IsoMI (1956), MIYAMURA (1967), YAMAMOTO (1985); NEo area: KAWAI (1964), 
YAMAMOTO (1985), SANO (1985); Gujo圃Hachimanarea: KANUMA (1964), WAKITA and 
OKAMURA (1982), WAKITA (1983, 1984). They show that limestones in this facies are 
Permian in age which is the oldest member of the Mino Terrane except for some local 
reports of Carboniferous limestone (lsOMI, 1955; KANUMA, 1958; WAKITA et al., 1981). 
A larger part of chert are Triassic and remainder is Permian in age (YAMAMOTO, 
1985). WAKITA (1983, 1984) and YAMAMOTO (1985) clarified that greenstone, limestone 
and chert are allochthonous blocks of the melange. The mudstone matrix yields middle 
and late Middle Jurassic radiolarians (WAKITA, 1983, 1984; YAMAMOTO, 1985; KuRIMOTO, 
1986). 
Especially KAWAI (1964), lsoMI (1956), MIYAMURA (1967), M1JYAMUM et al. (1981) 
and YAMAMOTO (1985) have shown1 that limestone and associated rocks are th,rust over-
the melange complex which is designated belo'v as Complex 2. 
2. Complex 2 
Complex: 2 is widely exposed in1 the area soutl1 of complex .l and is bounded from 
Complex 1 by 3: northward dipping thrust. 
The lithology of Complex 2 has been investigated 1by IsoMI (1955, 1956), KA.NUMA 
(1958), KANO (1975・, 1979), MIZUTANI (1981), W A!{ITl~. ぐ1983, t・984, 1986), YAMAMOTO 
• Some of complexes are possibly subdivided wjth advance of investigation in future. 
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(1985) and others. Especially, this complex, exposed along the Maze圃gawaRiver, has 
been lithologically.,, paleontologically and chronologically investigated well. Complex 2 
is a typical melange which is composed of blocks of chert, siliceous claystone and mud-
stone, sandstone, tuffaceous siltstone and others with pelitic rocks of the matrix. 
A large part of 1blocks is chert, whose length attains a maximum of more than 1 km. 
Chert is thinly bedded and interbedded with thin tu:ffaceous claystone. Although chert 
is often tightly folded, the folds had been formed before blocks were brought into the 
matrix. Blocks of sandstone and siliceous mudstone are also included in the matrix. 
On the basis of irregular shapes of sandstone blocks, some of them were inferred to be 
unconsolidated at the time of their emplacement in pelitic rocks of the matrix. 
Many conodonts and radiolarians have been reported from Complex 2 by many 
geologists. Chert blocks yield Triassic conodonts (KANO, 1979; YAMAMOTO, 1985; 
WAKITA, 1983, 1984) and Triassic and Early Jurassic radiolarians (WAKITA, 1983; YAMA-
MOTO, 1985). Pelitic rocks yield Middle and Late Jurassic radiolarians (MIZUTANI et al., 
1981; MIZUTANI, 1982; YAMAMOTO, 1983, 1985; WAKITA, 1983, 1986). WAKITA (1986) 
reported that siliceous mudstone yielding Late Jurassic radiolarians occurs as blocks in 
mudstone matrix. Recently, WAKITA (1987) pointed out that the radiolarian fauna from 
this area is of the earliest Cretaceous age. Therefore pelitic rocks of Complex 2 are con-
sidered to be deposited from Late Jurassic to earliest Cretaceous time. 
Complex 2 is partly sheared considerably and some of the deformation structures 
such as minor folds and i口egularflow of clasts and matrix, have been apparently formed 
under unconsolidated condition. This complex is considered to have undergone defor・同
mation just after deposition. 
3. Complex 3 
Complex 3 is widely exposed in the area south of Complex 2 and is situated under 
Complex 2. 
Complex 3 is lithologically characterized by repetition of laterally四continuouschert 
and sandstone. This complex is well represented in the area north of Inuyama and has 
been lithologically investigated by many geologists (KANUMA, 1958a and”b; M1zu1、
1964; ADACHI and M1zuτ‘ANI, 1971; I仁ONDOand ADACHI, 1975; KANO’1979; IG 0 
1979). ． 
' 
Vertical lithological changes from chert to overlying elastic rocks has been described 
by K100 (1982) and IsozAKI and MATSUDA (1985a). These lithological changes observed 
in the north of Inuyama are shown in・ Fig. 13. The lithological changes and thickness 
Fig. 12 Complexes in the Mino Terrane and schematic profiles. Occurrences，事ofJurasic radi-
olarian assemblages (after summarizing published studies). 
Ps: Parahs1.tum simpliim or older Assemblage (Early Jurasic) 
Ue: U1zuma echinatits Assemblage (early Middle Jurassic) 
Gn: Gitexella 1zudata Assemblage (late Middle Juras宅ic)
G・S:Gongylothoraぷsakawae11sis-Stichocapsa11aradanien$_is Assemblage 代町lyLate J tirasic) 
Ty-PP: Tricolocapsa yaoi Assemblage ap.d· P-s~ltgodictyon1itra prfm'itiv小 P.sp . CAssemblage 
(Jate Late Jurassic) 
Pc: Pseztdodictyo1nit,-a carpatica .¥ssemblage (latest. Jurassic-early Eat勾・Cretaceous)
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the first to clarify that Middle Triassic to Early Jurassic chert and conformably overlying 
Middle Jurassic clastic rocks were exposed repeatedly by strike-slip faults in the north 
of Inuyama. In many places, Complex 3 ischaracterized by piles of tectonic slices whose 
thickness is some hundreds meters or so (Iao, 1979). 
Studies of conodonts and radiolarians have revealed that the sequence of each tee-
tonic slice deposited at least through Middle Triassic to late Middle Jurassic times. But 
depositional age of the sequences may ranges to younger because sandstone-dominant 
beds occupying the uppermost and largest part of the sequences have not yielded fossils 
which is useful for age-determination. 
4. Complex 4 
Complex 4 isexposed on the south of ,Complex 3, with which it is in fault contact. 
The relationship between the two complexes is observed at the south of Minokamo. A 
small fault exists between Early Triassic siliceous claystone of Complex 3 and Late Jurassic 
melange 0f Complex 4 (Fig. 14). 
Although a part 0f Complex 4 has been lithologically investigated by ADACHI and 
MIZUTANI (1971), recent study has not been published except for SAKAMOTO et al. (1984) 
and details of the complex remain unknown. 
Complex 4 is a typical melange, which is composed of blocks of chert, sandstone, 
siliceous claystone and siltstone blocks and matrix of siliceous mudstone and siltstone. 
Chert blocks sometimes exceed 1 km in length and are traceable in geologic maps. 
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Chert is thinly bedded and interbedded with siliceous claystone. Blocks of siliceous 
claystone are cemposed of imter1 edded grayish layers and black layers and resembles 
that of Complex 3. 
Mest ,of samdst0ne oecurs as apparent ,blocks wl¥ich show sharp outlines. But in some 
cases, block-like sandstone and block-like interbedded sandstone-mudstone do not show 
sharp outlines and they grade into surroundi・ng peiitic matrix. This phenomenon in-
dicates that at least some sandstone and interbedded sandstone and mudstone were un-
consofidated when the beds were broken into blocks. 
Although siliceous mudstone and siltstone of the matrix are black in color in: naked 
eye, they look nearly transparent in thin section. Pelitic rocks of the matrix is intensely 
a1nd perversかelyshearedl and !Ilinor folds, scaly 1Cleavage and other deformation structures 
are commonly observed. These features are correlated with those of the Shimashima 
Complex. 
Ages of rock,s expecially of the matrix, of Complex 4 have been hardly clarified. 
Ea均rLate Jurassic radiolar~an assemlDlage (G-81 Assemblage) including S砂locapsaφiralis
and others has been obtained from siliceous mudstone matrix at a point near the boundary 
fault between Complex 3 and司4(Loe. 2, Fig. 14). Chert blocks yields fragments of co-
nodonts and most of them are Triassic. Blocks have been also deformed; especially chert 
and siliceous claystone blocks have been flattened and show lenticular shapes. 
5. Complex 5 
Complex 5 isexposed in the area south to Complex 4, but the relationship between 
them is unknown. C1omplex 5 ,ismainiy composed of sandstone, mudstone, alternating 
beds of them, chert and sedimentary melange. 
A large part of 1:his complex are occupied by sandstone and mudstone. Fnterbedded 
sandstone and mudstone are typically exposed along the Tamano四gawaRiver and were 
described~ by MIZUTANI (1964). ADACHI (1982) reported the occurrences of Late Jurassic 
radiolarian assemblage which corresponds to the Mirifsus bailり1iAssemblage (MIZUTANI 
et al., 1981) from siliceous mudstone of this complex. 
The lithology and age of five complexes are summar包edin Fig. 15. 
B. Correlation with the complexes in the eastern part of the Mino Terrane 
The greenstone-limestone圃dominantpart of Complex 1 is lithologically correlated 
with the Shirahone Complex, and the melange including small blocks is co1rrelated with 
the Hirayu Complex. The complex which is correlative with the Yukawa Complex is 
not found out in the western p,art of the Mino Terrane. 
The complex corresponding to Complex 2 is not observed in the eastern part of 
the Mino Terrane. It is inferred that the com,plex has been eroded out or structurally 
covered with the Shirahone, the Yukawa and the Hirayu Complexes. 
Complex 3 apparently corresponds to the Sawando Complex. Both of these com-
plexes are characterized by piles of the chert圃clasticssequences (Fig. 7）・
Complex 4 is lithologically and structurally帽comparablewith the Shimashima Com-
plex. Both complexes are structurally situated under the piles of chert-elastics sequen,ces 
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of Complex 3 and the Sawando Complex, respectively. 
C1ornplex 5 ~ithological1y ・resem1bfes the Misogawa and the Kyogatake Complexes. 
Details of the lithological distribution and ages of Complex 5 isun 
correlation of Complex 5 with complexes of the eastern part of the Mino Terrane mus t 
await for further investigation. 
VIF]).I Geotectonic significance of deformation structures 
A. Origin of mesoscopic folds in bedded chert 
The piled structure of Complex 3 ischaracterized by tectonic repetition of the chert四
elastics sequences comsisting 0f underlying peJagic and overlying terrigeBeous sediments. 
This type of the upward-coarsening sequence is regarded as a typical feature of the sub-
duction complex (cf. LASH, 1985). In the Azusagawa area, the chert-elastics sequences 
are inferred to have been stacked in early Late Jurassic time, when the elastics were un-
consolidated~ (0,TSUKA, 198.5~. 
Mesoscopic folds are well developecl in bedded chert in the Mino Terrane・. They 
are folds are generally asymmetrical and their inter limb angles are tight to close (FLEUTY, 
1964 ). They have wavelength ranging from 20 cm to several meters and amplitude of 10 
cm to 2 m. Although some of them are intermediate type between a parallel fold and a 
si'mi1ar fo~d, most of tneJR' are typical clievrcn fords. 
As will be discussed in the other paper (OTSUKA, in preparation), the mesoscopic folds 
in bedded chert of the chert-clastics sequences of the Sawando Complex and Complex 3 
are considered to have been formed concerned with the stacking of the sequences as a 
result of su.bdu€tion of oceanic crust. The Gross <direction of the suhlduction in early 
Late Jurassic time can ~be estimated £ om analysis of tl1e mesoscopic folds of chert by 
restoring the macroscopic synforms and antiforms during Cretaceous time and clockwise 
rotation of Southwest Japan during Middle Miocene time. The direction of subduction 
is inferred to be NW toW so far as a remarkable strike圃slipcomponent is not considered 
during the subduction. 
B. Origin of structures of the Shimashima Complex 
As mentioned in the chapter 111-E, various deformation structures are observed in 
the Shimashima Complex. 
The cleavages defined Jby alignment of fine micas are widespread ali over pelitic rocks 
in the Shimashima Complex. Major cleavage (Sl) generally dips NW or N and some-
times dips SE or S as a result of folding (Fig. 16）・
Flattened clasts of chert, siliceous claystone and sandstone is parallel to S 1,and the 
latter does not cut th1e former. Axial pianes of the type圃CfoFds, axial plane cleavages of 
the type-D folds and axes of rotation of clasts are al parallel to Sl. 
Rotation of clasts is observed in outcrops and thin sections (Fig. 17-a, b ). The 
rotation which shows right lateral sense of simple shear on northeastward observation is 
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Fig. 16 Poles to 81 oleavage (a) and to axial planes (b) of minor folds in the Shimashima 
Complex. 
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Fig. 17 Examples of rotation of clasts showin~ the remarkable simple shear. 
a: outcrop, b: microscopic observation 
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called the S-type. The rotation which shows left-lateral sense is called the N四type.
The ふtypeis much more predominant than the N-type both in outcrops and thin sec四
tions (Fig. 18). This sense of simple shear is the same as that of mesoscopic folds of 
Complex 3 which is western extension of the Sawando Complex (OTSUKA, in preparation). 
'Fhe structures of the Shimashima Complex and of the Sawando Complex are coか
sidered to have been formed through the same tectonic process judging from the sense 
of the simple shear.. As mentioned in the chapter III-E, some of deformation, e.g. type圃
A and type-C folds and fragmentation of siltstone, have been formed before・ censolidation. 
All~ rock species of the blocks in the Shimashima Complex correspond1 tor.ocks of the 
Sawando Complex. Moreover age of each rock species of .the Shimashima・ Co~plex is 
correlative with that of the Sawando Comple~. 'Fhe matrix 亀g~ of tl1.e inelange of the 
Shimashima Complex is early ·i~te Jurassic. The yol1Qgest age of the chert~clastics 
sequence of the Sawando Complex is also early Late J·uEas~ic. , The pile・ ofchert圃elastics
sequences of the =SaV¥1ando Complex is str1ucturally sit.u旦tedQn the melange o・f the Shima-
shima Complex. The trends of fold axes and verg~nce of mesoscopic folds in the mel~nge 
of tl1e Shin1ashima Complex correspond with tl1ose of ti}~ Sawando Com,plex (Fig. 16). 
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Structural relationship, correspondence of lith@logy and orientati@n of deformation 
between the Shimashima and the Sawando1 CornpPexes, indicate that structures of both 
complexes were genetically related with each other. OTSUKA (1985) regarded the Sawando 
Complex as a offscraped complex composed of a pile of the chert-elastics seauence~ 
The blocks of the Shimashima Complex are considered to be叫 pl凶 fron 
Compl:x. The au出orinfers出atthe S'himashima Complex was formed as the precur-
sory ohstostro~e (ELTER and TREVISAN, 1973) which was derived from the collapse of 
the chert回elasticssequences of the Sawando Complex. The Shimashima Complex might 
be deformed in the stress field with intense simple shear under the southeastward aι 
vanoe of the S'awando Complex. At leas・t a part of the materials .0f the Shimashima 
Complex was unconsolidated in the stage of the deformation. 
C. Soft-sediment deformation of the Misogawa and the Kyogatake Complexes 
Mi As described in the chapter VI, various deformation struct~res are Widespread in the 
gawa and the Kyogatake Complexes (OTSUKA et al., 1986). Some of them~ m的。
S叩 cfolds, bou吋d久 brecciati
have been formed before consolidation. 
These structures are distributed alm~st al over the Misogawa and the Kyogatake 
Complexes. They are 1ot restcicted within. specific horizons or areas. Suich aρa~企向Q
伽必forJi’ned1仰
Therefore the deformation does not result from the local slumping but probably fr m 
the process under the regional stress (OTSUKA et al., 1986）・ Orientationof axes and axial 
planes of mesoscopic folds (Fig. 19・a,b) show well concentration. Especially, axes are 
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parallel to the general trend of the complexes in'• the Mino Terrane. This indicates that 
this soft-sediment deformation probably ,results from regional tectonic process is latest 
]tirassic time. 
Of course, high porosity of sediments is expected in the deformation. Especially 
the widespread soft田sedimentdeformation presumably proceeds in rapid accumulation of 
large 1rquantity of sediments and non-dewatering environment. The places where large 
quantity of non-dewatered sediments have been trapped are distributed in convergent 
boundary of plates. 
Existence of large quantity of non-dewatered environment and high pore-fluid pres-
sure with mud volcanoes and other disturbed structures are inf erred at some subduction 
zones (e.g. MooRE et al., 1976; WESTBROOK and SMITH, 1982; WILLIAMS et al., 1984 ).
Especially, beneath the Barbados Ridge, abnormal pore-fluid pressure was actually meas-
ured (MOORE et al., 1982). 
Concerning the deformation of the Misogawa and J{yogatake Complexes, following 
situatio.n should be noted, 
1) The Misogawa and the Kyogatake Complexes are situated on the .south of the 
Sa,vando and the Shimashima Complexes which are inferred to be formed through sub-
duction and accretion. Moreover the older Shimashima Complex is thr.ust over the 
younger Misogawa and Kyogatake Complexes. 
2) Trends of folds and strata of the MisogaV¥1a and the Kyogatake Complexes are 
parallel to those of other complexes. 
3) Structures in deformation fronts have been described at many areas. Especially 
MooRE et al. (1982), McCARTHY and SCHOLL (1985) and other号arialyzedseismic data 
and showed detail profiles of the decollements of the offscr争pingcomplex. Comparing 
with the results of their study, the sc~le of the coqiplex of the Mino 'F errane is com申
parabl.ei with that of the accretionary compl~x which is d~fined py decollements. 
I.t has been recently discussed that tectonic d'eformation structures formed under 
the high pore-fluid pressure environment' can-not been eas'ily distinguished from those of 
slumping (MALTMAN, 1984; NAKAMURA, 1985)'. F,;om matters mentioned above, it is 
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S'uggestedドth.atthe Misogarwa and the Kyo,gatake Complexes has been deformed under the 
high pore-fluid pressure which was generated from the overlying Shimashima Complex 
and others. Considering a large quantity of sediments and remarkable simple shear of 
the Misogawa and the Kyogatake Complexes, it is suggested that sediments were rapidly 
sup,p~ied1 and trapped in the trench. 
Lithology and! def0rmation ofぬesecomplexes resemble those of elastics of the 
Franciscan complex at Piedras Blancas (CowAN, 1978, 1982). CowAN (198勾explained
that the soft-sediment deformation played an important roll in the tectonic process. 
IX. Tecton.osedimentary process of the Mino1 Terrane 
Middle to Late Jurassic tectonosedimentary process is discussed on the basis of 
results of investigation in the eastern and the western part of the Mino Terrane. 
A. Hirayu, Yukawa and Shirahone Complexes-Complex 11 
The Hirayu, Yukawa and Shirahone Complexes and Complex 1 are in. fault contact 
witn other complexes of the Mino 'Terrane and structurally situated upon the1n. The 
アoungestage 0f the former complexes is Middle }1:1.rasi・c and that of tl.e latter complexes 
are Late Jurassic. Therefore the former four complexes are dealt together in this chapter. 
These complexes are composed of a large amount of melanges and a small amount of 
piles of the chert-elastics sequences. Considering the volume and lateral continuity of 
tN.e 1greenstone－』imestonedominant complex, origin of these complexes is inferred to be 
related to the accretioin of the Permian seamount chain ~（M1zuTAN,1~， 1982). It is inferred 
that Permian, Triassic and Early Jurassic cherts migrated toward the trench where they 
were overlain by Jurassic siliceous mudstone and turbidite. The large amount of melange 
is, inferred to have been formed during the accretion process. Howeずerthe process 
remains to be further studied in detaiJ. 
Complex 1 isdistinguished from the other complexes on the basis of age and lithology. 
It is noteworthy that Late Jurassic radiolarians have not been obtained also from the wide四
spread complex north of Complex 1 (Nanjo M.ountains, HATTORI and YOSHIMURA, 1982; 
HATTORI, 19,87 and・ others). The tectonic process of Complex 1 and a complex north of 
Complex 1 isconsidered to represent the stage earlier than the other compJ.exes south of 
them. 
B. Sawando Complex-Complex 3 
The Sawando Complex and Complex 3 are composed of pil.es of the chert-clasti,cs 
sequences (Chapter IV). The lithological change which shows upward coarsening in., 
each seqtience reflects the landward drift of the sea floor from. the pelagic environment 
(Oq-釦 KA,1985). Geo.magnetic d~ta of Triassic chert implies that it was deposited in low 
latitudinal regions (HATTORI, 1982 and SHIBUYA, 1984). A large amount 0f detrital sedi・
ments were deposited over-lying pelagic chert as trench-fill deposits. Subduction and 
stepwise accretion of the chert-clastics sequences took place in late Middle to early Late 
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Jurassic times following the deposition. In some cases, detrital sediments forming upper 
pai;t of the sequences were considered to be unconsolidated during off scraping ( 0TSUI{A, 
1985). The main compressional direction of that time was NvV to W (prior to the open-
ing of the Sea of Japan in middle Miocene time) on the basis of the analysis of mesoscopic 
folds in chert. Details of this points will be discussed in an other paper (OTSUKA, in 
preparation). 
C. Shimashima Complex-Complex 4 
The Shimashima Complex and Complex 4 are considered to be composed of pre-
cursory olistostromes as mentioned in the Chapter VIII-B. It is noteworthy that green-
stone is not included in these complexes and that al blocks in thees complexes lithological-
ly resemble rocks of the Sawando Complex and Complex 3. These complexes include 
detrital materials originated from the collapse of the already accreted Sawando Complex. 
These complex have been deformed probably just after the deposition in early Late Juras-
sic time. This deformation is interpreted to have proceeded under the southeastward or 
eastward圃advanceof piles of the chert田clasticssequences associated with intense simple 
shear. Judging from the remarkable deformation of clasts of the melange, they are con-
sidered to have been brought into structurally deep Jevel. 
D. Misogawa and Kyogatake Complexes-Complex 5 
The Misogawa and the Kyogatake Complexes and Complex 5 are characterized by a 
large amount of clastic rocks which underwent widespread soft田sedimentdeformation. 
As mentioned in the Chapter VIII-C, the sediments were deposited in the trench and 
were deformed under the advance of already accreted complexes in Late Jurassic time. 
E. Complex 2 
Complex 2 is characterized by a large amount of melange. This melange mainly 
includes blocks of chert, siliceous claystone, siliceous mudstone and sandstone. 
Greenstone, Permian chert and limestone are common in Complex 1 which has been 
thrust over Complex 2. It is important that Complex 2 does not include blocks of these 
rocks (YAMAMOTO, 1985）・ Thislithological di鉦erencebetween Complex 1 and Complex 
2 apparently in干dicatesthat the latter cannot be explained as a precursory olistostrome 
derived from the Complex 1. 
The youngest age of Complex 2 isLate Jurassic (MIZUTANI,, 1981; YA・MAMOTO, 1983, 
19'85;: WAKITA, 1986). YAMAMOTO (1985) and WAKITA (1986) ~nticip~ted: that Complex 
2 ranges to Early Cretaceous in age. The youngest age of Complex i' is younger than 
that of Complex 1. Although details of the relationship between Cornpfex 2 and 3 are 
unknown, Complex 2 obliquely cuts the general trend of Complex 3・ in. rnac-roscopic view, 
and the former complex is apparently situated on th字later-{KANO, ~－979). The boundary 
is irregular匂 curved. Comple~ 3 is underlain・ bri Cotnplex 2・ ·o~ly in t'he axial 1P,ar.t of 
the Shimonoho synforn1. from these matter宅， tpewriter propo号esthat Complex 2 had 
unconformably rest on Complex 3 and that it wa~ subsequently eroded out especial.ly in 
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the southern area. 
Complex 2 mainly includes chert, siliceous ,claystone, siliceous mudstone and sand-
stone blocks. Sliceous mudstone blocks yielding Late Jurassic radiolarians are included 
in mudstone along Maze宅awaRiver (MIZUTANI, 1981; WAKITA, 1986). Except for this 
siliceous mudstone, lithology of blocks in Complex 2 resembles lithology of the chert圃
elastics sequence of Complex 3 and the Sawando Complex. 
From structural relationship and resemblance of lithofacies between Complex 2 and 
Complex 3 and their ages, itis suggested that Complex 3 are unconformably overlain by 
Complex 3. Materials of Complex 2 are inf erred to have been derived from the o鉦圃
scraped complex (Complex 3-Sawando Complex) in some topographical high. 
F. Total view 
The Paleozoic-Mesozoic Complexes in the Mino Terrane are considered to be the 
products of a series of Jurassic-earliest Cretaceous tectonosedimentary process. 
Pelagic chert and overlying trench deposits (Complex 3-Sawando Complex) have 
'been accreted and stackea du,ring late Middle to early Late Jurassic times (Fig. 20-a). 
In early Late Jurassic time, the precursory olistostrome (Complex 4-Shimashima Com-
plex) was supplied from the southeastward advancing accretionary complex and deposited 
on the slope to the trench. This melange was intensely deformed structurally under 
the accretionary complex with remarkable simple shear (Fig. 20-b ). In the succeeding 
stage, a large amount of detrital sediments were supplied into the trench (Misogawa and 
Kyogatake Complexes-Complex 5, Fig. 20-c). The unconsolidated sediments have been 
deformed probably under the high pore-fluid pressure which was generated by tectonical四
ly overlying accretionary complex (Fig. 30-d). On the other hand, siliceous mudstone 
including Late Jurassic radiolarians was deposited on the slope in this stage. Following 
these process, olistostromes (Complex 2) including Late Jurassic blocks were finally sup-
plied from the topographical high of the stacked complex and discordantly liked on it in 
latest Jurassic time or latter (Fig. 20-e). 
Complex 1 and the northern complex had already accreted in late MiddlとJurassic 
time. They thrust over the other complexes after the deposition of Complex 2 (Fig. 
20-f). This Early Cretacoeus thrusting was completed prior to the formation of macro四
scopic synforms and antiforms and is regarded as the secondary tectonic process follow司
ing the accretion of Complex 3 to 5. 
The shallow paleomagnetic inclination of the late Late Jurassic rock』 ofComplex 2 
was described by ・HATTORI (1982). l.f this result is considered, the complexes in the 
Mino Terrane ar..e regarqed to be the products of sedimentation 泊、thelow latitud:inal area. 
X. Sum・mary 
(1) The Paleozoic-Mesozoic sedimenta_ry cornpI~x in the e~stern part of the Mino 
Terrane is subdi:,rided into seven CO!Jlple~~s (Bi.rayu., Yuka~va, Shirahone, Sawando, 
Shimas・hima, Misogawa an._d~ K yogata~e Complexes) from the nortn to tl1e south ort the・ basis 
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of lithology. 
(2) 'fhe Hirayu Cemplex: is' a late Mi•dd~e Jurassjic, melange including司 Permian
greenstone, limestone and chert, Triassic and Early Jurassic chert and Jurassic sandstone 
blocks. T'he Yukawa C'omplex is a pife ,of chert四cltasticsseq•uence which is composed, 
in ascending order, of Early Jurassic chert and Middle Jurassic clastic rocks. The Shi-
rahone Compfex is a late Middle J・urassicmeiange, a large part of which are occupied by 
blocks of Permian greenstone, limestone and chert. The Sawando Complex is a pile of 
chert回clasticssequences which is composed, in ascending order, of Triassic to Early 
Jurassic chert and Midalc to early L.ate Jurassic elastic rocks. TJ:ie Shimashima Com田
plex is a early Late Jurassic melange including blocks of Triassic and Jurassic rocl王s.
τ唱h卜おJ
acterized by a large amount of Late Jurassic turbidite and extensive soft-sediment def or-
mat1on. 
(3) These complexes trend NE-SW (eastern part) or E園W (western part) apd general-
ly dip northwest or north. The ages of matrices of the meianges and of the top of the 
sequences in the complexes show the southward (struc色urallylower) younging polarity. 
(4) The complex in the western part of the Mino Terrane is subdivided into five 
complexes (Complex 1, 2, 3, 4 a11d 5, from the ncrth tc tlae ,south). Except for Complex 
2) these complexes are correlated with those of the eastern part of the Mino Terrane. 
( 5) Complex 1 isa late Middle }it1"ass1ic 1melange which is characterized by a large 
amount of blocks of Permian greenstone, limestope and chert, and is correlated with the 
Hir,ayu, Yu1kawa and Shi(fahone Complexes. Compl'ex 2 isthe latest Jurassic or possibly 
early Cretaceous melange including Triassic and Early Jurassic chert and Jurassic clastic 
rooks. This complex is ~interpreted to lie unconformably op. the Complex 3. Complex 
3 j~ a pile of chert-clastics sequences and is a westwa1・d extension of the Sawando Com-
plex. Complex 4 isa melange which is correlated with the Shimashima Complex based 
on the aspects of lithology, deformation and age. Complex 5 is composed mainly of 
turbidite which shows soft-sediment deformation structures. Complex 5 is interpreted 
to, be the westward extension of the Misog，，~w~ and K y0gatalre C01Fplexes. 
(6) The chert-clastics sequences observed in the Sawando Complex-Complex 3 
a:nd t1 e Yukawa Complex show the upward回coarse11ingfitho'logic change. This change 
indicates the drift of depositional site from the pelagic to detrital environment concerning 
with _thとplatemotion. 
(7) On the basis of investigation of lithologic feature, s色ructureand age, these com-
plexes are considered to have been constructed throt1gh a series of accretionary processes 
as follows. 
a) In the late Middle Jurassic time, greenstone-limestone composing a seamount 
chain, pelagic sediments and clastic trench fils were accreted, and melanges accompanied 
by large greenstone blocks (Hirayu and Shirahone Complexes and Complex 1) and a pile 
of chert皿clasticssequences司（Yuk.awaComplex) were formed. 
b) In latest Middle to early Late Jurassic times, the pelagic chert and the overlying 
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trench fitl deposits were successively stacked by thrusting or gliding and formed piles of 
tectonic 'Slices, each of vvhich is composed of a chert圃clasticssequence (Sawando Com-
plex and Complex 3). 
c) Subsequently, in Late Jurassic time, oceanward advance of the accretionary piles 
caused• a collapse of the accretionary bodies and formed precursory olistostromes on the 
lower slope and the trench (Shimashima Complex and Complex 4). These complexes 
were intensely sheared just after deposition through the overthrusting process of other 
complexes. 
d) ftn, late Late Jurassic time, a large amount of detrital sediments were supplied 
into the trench. The trench fils successively underwent the soft四sedimentdeformation 
under the h.igh pore-fluid pressure environment (Misogawa and Kyogatake Complexes 
and Complex 5). 
e) On the accretionary complex (Complex 3), sedimentary melange was supplied 
from the topographic high. This melange includes blocks of late Late Jurassic siliceous 
mudstone, and. represents the latest sedimentary process in the Mino Terrane. Sub-
sequently Complex l was thrust over Complex 2 in Early Cretaceous time. 
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Appendix 1 Locaili:ties o~f Jruvassi€ radio'fariiaRs from the Y l!.lkawa Complex. Characteristic 
species are listed in Taole 2. 
Appendix 2 Localities of Permian radiolarians from the Shirahone Complex. Characteristic 
species are listed in Table 4. 
Appendix 3 Localities of Triassic conodonts and Triassic and Jurassic radiolarians from the 
S"awando Com . plex. Characteristic species are listed in Table 5 ( conodonts) and 
6 (radiolarians). 
Appendix 4 Localities of Triassic conodonts and Jurassic radiolarians from the Shimashima 
Complex (Azusa”gawa river area). Characteristic species are listed in Table 7 
(conodonts) and 8 (radiolarians). 
Appendix 5 Localities ,of Jurassic r.adiolarians from the Shimash;ima Complex (K~sofukushima 
area). Characteristic species are Jisをedi11Tabile 8. 
Appendix 6 Localities of Jurassic radiolarians fromぬeMisogawa Comp1lex. Characteristic 
species are listed in Table 9. 
Appendix 7 Localities of Jurassic radiolarians from the Kyogatak:e Complex (after OTSUI{A 
et al., 1986). Characteristic species are listed in Table 10. 
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